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Dealing with indecisive- weather since 1920

G-Men Come to Longwood

Officials
Address ABY
Concerns
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
Off-campus groups have an effect on a
varietyof people in a number of different
ways. The Rotunda staff sat down with five
*e who were involved with several difaspects that were discussed in the A1-*
pha Beta Psi (ABY) article last week. "These
women are wonderful women. We are not
saying these women are bad people at all.
It's just the concept that they are members
of a local organization and Longwood does
not recognize local organizations," said Director of the Student Union & Activities
Susan Sullivan. She, along with four others,
focused on four of the discussion points in
last week's paper.
The Letter
The Office of Honor and Judicial Programs does send out a letter to any student
pledging an off-campus unrecognized organization, but Director Dr. Richard Chassey
explained this is a protocol that has been in
placg for
Any student who is becoming a member
of [an off-campus] group sets a letter from
die Office of Honor and Judicial [Programs]
just basically stating that Longwood doesn't
support those kinds of organizations," explained Sullivan. She added that no specific
group is targeted with the letter, and that all
off-campus organization members receive
the letter upon joining.
Chassey explained he receives names from
a lot of different people on campus about
who might be involved in off-campus organizations. and a letter is sent to the stu
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excited to listen to the men tell their stories. Some seemed a bit intimidated by
Features Editor
their special agent status, which made
Longwood students study a variety questions, hard, to come by, The session
of things and have a vast array of aspira- was supposed to be rather informal; the
tions. There are hundreds of future teach- G-Men told their life stories, hoping that
ers and business professionals who walk the students in attendance would be able
up and down Brock Commons every day. to relate to them.
Bowling was first to speak. Born and
But have you ever wondered how many
raised in Fredericksburg, Va., he actually
future special agents walk among us?
On T\ies., Feb. 22, two Longwood graduated from Longwood with a decree
Alumni, Randy Bowling (1988) and Mo in Physical Education. He joked about
Tolliver (1990), came to speak to students having to move back in with his parents
interested in pursuing a career with the for a few years until he got a job as a
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). physical trainer in Quantico, Va., where
Professor John Barbrey, assistant profes- ne became a special agent in 1994.
Though he hoped to stay in the southsor of criminology, introduced the men
to a packed lecture hall in Chichester Sci- east, Bowling was assigned to El Paso, TX
and his wife, whom he'met at Longwood,
ence Center.
Many criminal justice majors were very moved with him. He stayed in El Paso for
JAMIE CLIFT

three years and worked "general criminal stuff? like gang and drug activity. He
was then sent to Texas City, TX, where
he worked with different challenges, like
environmental crimes and a very large
Vietnamese population.
After Bowling told his story, the students were shown a video that details the
process of FBI training camp. According
to the agents, it is the same one shown to
the families of graduating agents.
Then, it was Tolliver s turn to speak.
Tolliver is from the rural county ofKing
George, Va., and was the only one of the
children in his large family who went to
college. He, like Bowling, was a member
of a fraternity on campus, and he was really involved in intramural sports. After
graduating, he
was able to get See G-MEN,Page 9

External Perspectives Featured During
Academic Strategic Plan Session -

I get calls from parents sayi
you.' but the vast majority of them support
the Student Affairs division stance on this,"
said. s B H B h H R H h H H H H H
He explained that the letter includes information about previous hazing instances
that have involved unrecognized organizations, and it addresses concerns about the
ladç of insurance and advisors with these
organizations.
nt's informative. We are not making stuff
up. It's very factual," said Associate Director
for Fraternity and Sorority Life Kate Planow.

Assessment. The data, collected from some 2,300 undergraduates at 24 four-year institutions, showed 45 percent of traditional college-age students saw no significant improvement in
A forum was held Thurs., Feb. 17 in Blackwell Hall critical thinking, reasoning, and writing skills during the first
as part of Longwood University's track in planning President two years of instruction.
Regardless of the data, Roska said to the facultv and staff in
Finnegan's Academic Strategic Plan (ASP). The session featured two external perspectives on the future of higher edu- the closed-door session, "Liberal arts education nas a special
cation. The two speakers, Dr. Josipa Roksa, assistant profes- place in my heart." She said those students are some of the
sor of sociology at the University of Virginia, and Dr. Jlonald best, often positioned to be leaders." She commended LongRochon, provost and vice president oT academic affairs at wood University for being a Documenting Effective Educathe; University of Southern In<
Indiana, offered thoughts on how tional Practices (DEEP) institution and said that showcases
their
;ir institutions
m
and others have met challenges facing high- the success of Longwood's education.
Roksa spoke at length on the importance of assessment,
er learning.
which
she said some see as a dirty word. She said assessment
Roska, who earned her undergraduate degree at Mount Holy
Oak College and graduate degree at New York University, is is needed to evaluate what students are taking from the classco-author of the book, "Academically Adrift: Limited Learn- room and offers an insight-into
are necessary. „
.
.
ing on College Campuses." The book, published in January, what improvements
v
'
See
A C A D E M I C , Page 4
focuses on research and data from the Collegiate Learning

COREY M O R R I S

News Editor

Concerns about Hazing
A concern often linked with off-campus
organizations is issues of hazing. Any group
suspected of making their members eni
in these activities can be charged with i
ing. "I think their definition ofhazing is not
our definition ofhazing... Hazing does not
depend on whether or not they willingly
participate," said Chassey.

Three Penny Opera Opens This Week

According to the Student Handbook, The
Longwood Anti-Hazing Policy is as follows:

KATIE REILLY

WHAT'S

A&E Editor
Hazing is defined as any action taken or
situation created intentionally, whether on
or off Longwood property, by either fraternity/sorority organizations, student clubs/
organizations, athletic teams, individual
students or student groups, to produce
mental or physical discomfort, endangerment of lite, embarrassment, harassment,
intimidation, or ridicule. Willingness to engage in any hazing activity does not render
tne Anti-Hazing Policy unenforceable.

Longwood will be presenting
the Three Penny Opera, written by
Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill and
directed by Professor of Theatre
Gene Muto over the next couple of
weekends. The Three Penny Opera
is best described as an opera of beggars, with a heavy spin on the satirical side as well as a wide array of
famous musical numbers, including "Mack the Knife," "Pimp's Ballad," and the "Jealousy Duet." The
play was written to make fun of the
traditional operas written in the
1720s, and implemented ideas such
as a corrupt society and govern-

"We could not charge them as a group for
hazing because they are not a group. Members would get charged individually when
See ABY» Page 4
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Gulgas Discusses Research with Capsaicin
SEMEIN W A S H I N G T O N

A Late
Addition
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor
Last Monday, I had the
great pleasure of sitting down
with visiting Professor Wei
and several Chinese international students from Anhui
University of Technology. I
wanted to learn more about
the Chinese New Year for an
article I was writing; about
the holiday (which appeared in last week's issue
NEWS
and can be read online),
COLUMN
and they were gracious
enough to oblige me, especially considering my short notice. Thev granted
me over an hour of their time to teach me the
many nuanced customs and traditions practiced,
the symbolism involved, and the storied history
and fascinating mythology behind the festivities
as well.
Unfortunately, and to my surprise, I ran into a
slight barrier: A word-limit barrier. As my professors and editors can attest to, that is not usually the problem I have with my writing. For the
first time of my tenure on The Rotunda staff, I
actually expected to exceed my - rather generous
- quota. Typically, it seems like we are dying for
content, but last week all of the spaces were filled.
Of course, all of that shouldn't dissuade you if
you were, perhaps, inclined to write for us. We
fiend for new blood more than Lindsay Lohan
does for attention.
Bear with me; there is a point to all of this, I
assure you. The point is that because of the space
constraints, I was unable to tell the history and
mythology of Chinese New Year. I felt downright
awful, even rude, when it dawned on me after a
four-hour writing binge that I probably wasn't going to be able to include it. Hours after my deadline, a late-night call to our features editor netted
me an extra 100 words, but it still wasn't enough.
Before I even finished the story, I started coming
up with an apology to the Chinese students.
After all, the Chinese students had spent a considerable amount of time trying to make sure , I
got all the detail's correct! I can only imagine how
torturous it must haveielt trying to convey something so familiar and so cherished in a language
they nad just started to master. Then to discover
that it was all for naught must have been like Moses returning with tne word of God to find the
Hebrews in debauchery.
Happily, as you might have surmised, the story
doesn't end there. Whether out of resignation or
magnanimity, my boss decided that an addendum to my previous article was still considered
newsworthy. So here it is, decidedly late, but presented proudly in its entirety, as told by our authoritative sources.
The history of Chinese New Year or Spring Festival has ancient origins that, according to Professor Wei, can be traced to over 4,000 years
ago." Junior Jetty Liu explained that the celebration of Spring Festival is a "symbol of solidarity
and prosperity, and captures the people's hopes
for the future. To be sure, the holiday was not
always called SpringL Festival. Sophomore Jerome
Li added that at "different times [Spring Festival!,
was called different names."

Ì can only imagine how
torturous it must have
felt trying to convey
sometning so familiar
and so cherished in a
language they had just
started to master "
However, Maggie Zhang interjected, "the idea
was always the same." According to Wei, it is
widely held that the festival "all started with
Emperor Shun." One year during his reign, Wei
continued, he "lead his people for aj>rayer to the
gods and the earth for good fortune and a bountiful harvest. From then on, the festival came to
carry more meaning and significance, but not
without the help of some great myths.
According to sophomore Roy X.u, the mythology of Chinese New Year involves "a monster who
Pived deep in the woods" near a small village. The%
monster's name was "Nian," explained Xu, and
once every 365 days the beast would come out
from hiding and "eat the villagers." Then one day,
when Nian came out for his annual attack, the
villagers discovered that it was frightened of a little boy wearing red. Eventually, tne villagers also
learned that Nian was afraid of fireworks. From
then on, the villagers hung red paper around
their doors and lit firecrackers every year. That is
why "nian" is the Chinese word for year, and according to Liu, "One year is 365 days because the
monster appears once every 365 days."

Asst. Features Editor
O n Mon., Feb. 21, the
most recent in a series of
Blackwell Talks was held
in Blackwell Hall's Virginia
Room to an audience or faculty members.
The research seminar's
presenter, Dr. Christopher
Gulgas, assistant professor
of cnemistry, spoke on the
topic "Detecting 'Heat' with
Light: Luminescent Sensors
for Capsaicin."
The focus of Gulgas' talk
had to do with bonding luminescent molecules called
lanthanides
(specifically
europium or terbium) with
capsaicin and capsaicinlike molecules that form
the spiciness of peppers
and tne. active ingredients
of pain relief and antitumor
medications. The luminescent molecules increase
their light production when
bonded with capsaicin and
this is proposed to act as
a sensor to tell how much
capsaicin is in a liquid, solution or mixture such as like
hot sauce.
During the talk, Gulgas
discussed excitation and
emission scans to appraise
the success of his trials.
Concerns while crafting the
bonds such as water and
oxygen displacement and
reformation to a more rigid
lanthanide complex that
will act as a better sensor
were discussed. Numerous
trials and errors were also
brought up in jest.
Later, Gulgas was available to answer questions
about his research matter
in sensing capsaicin. When
asked about the advantages
of a signal, Gulgas said that
looking for a "good complex
based on a lanthanide ion"
to detect an exact amount
of capsaicins could apply to
food quality control or biological and chemical studies
involving cells. The possibility of this researchs future
application is determined
by "how well it works [and]
how reliable our response is
... It really comes aown to
how specific we make our
lanthanide complex bind

to a capsaicin molecule."
Gulgas said that if he could
finaa sensor that could grab
onto capsaicin in a solution
of hundreds of molecules,
he would think it was suitable for use.
While money was not an
issue with the materials that
Gulgas had to use, he found
that the biggest problem was
technical. Gulgas remarked,
"Normally, if you want to
purify something you run it
through a precipitator and
hopefully, it'll crystallize
out of a liquid solution and
you can obtain a more pure
product that way.
But these molecules have
issues. But we've gotten past
and a lot of those hurdles
and now we're at more of a
tipping point I think now
than we nave been."
Concerning the issues of
boiling down his subject
matter to a non-chemistry
audience, Gulgas -commented on having to spend
a" larger amount Of- 'time
preparing. Understanding
that his audience may be
non-science or of a vastly
different discipline, Gulgas
compared it to preparing Tor
himself, before approaching
the problems he has now,
when he was in high school.
On the other hand, Gulgas
said that while he could give

a simple overview, he preferred not to do to it and
"lose what most important
to you as a scientist in terms
of multiple trials you've
done and finally got it right."
In his research on creating
the capsaicin sensor, Gulgas
had tne assistance of three
students who had worked
with him at the project's
start in fall and one that
had joined in January. Tliey
were said to perform "every aspect of the work from
starting from scratch, synthesizing all the lanthanide
complexes. Purifying them
and then doing the actual
studies with our fluorometer." These four students
are Wyatt Colvin, who has
worked with Gulgas for two
years and did luminescence
scans; Robert Bressin, who
is currently doing his senior
honors thesis and did synthesis and purification of
compounds; Rachael Enga,
who also did thesynfhesis
and' purification, and Dan
Kelley who is synthesizing a
new lithanide complex.
Gulgas' interest in lithanide complexes to sense
capsaicin started with his
experience with phosphate
and floride ions. Already familiar with capsaicin from a
love of spicy foods, Gulgas
got the idea one day that

Photo By: SMphen Htxteon
lanthanides would bond
well with capsaicin and decided to try it. The initial
experiment worked well
and Gulgas commented that
his method would be the
only one of its kind if used
to measure capsaicin concentrations. The only other
method to do this would
be the costly and somewhat wasteful High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) method that
separates
mixtures that
include anything that can
be devolved in a solvent or
liquid."
Finishing up, Gulgas said
that he haci yet to use the
research as a teaching tool
but planned to as things
progress. He also expressed
interest in more Blackwell
Talks and small projects
concentrated on organic
molecules and sensors similar to lanthanide but organic and without metal ions.
. He predicted the continuing
project to be a five-year orStarted in Fall 2009 under
sponsorship from the College of Graduate &
Professional Studies, Blackwell Talks are held on Mondays during the lunchtime
hour throughout the semester. The next Blackwell Talks
will be held Mon., Feb. 28.

Extreme Makeover: Downtown Farmville Edition
LEIGH C U P I T T

Rotunda Reporter
I f you've gone shopping downtown
lately, you may have noticed that it's in
neea of an upgrade.
The cobblestone and quaint streetlights along Main Street are nice to
look at, but is Historic Downtown
Farmville really living up to its potential? Visitors, students, and Farmville
residents could more than likely agree
that the downtown area is lacking a
certain cozy hometown feeling.
The heart of Farmville is the "historic" downtown area located on Main
Street. Shoppers can enjoy a few street
blocks of shops and services there, but
the selection and the appearance of
the buildings aren't so appealing to all.
Shops sell many goods, ranging from
office supplies to bridal gowns. But
one can't help but feel there should be
something more.
So whats missing?
Competition. The vacant storefronts
aren't necessarily helping the surrounding businesses. A dead downtown
doesn't attract too many shoppers, so
the stores that are open for business
may not be raking in the dough.
Also missing from the historic district are a sense of unity among the
businesses and the overall visual apeal of the historic downtown area.

?he Downtown

Farmville Revitalization committee was created around
September 2010 to jumpstart the improvement process. They have numerous goals, including creating a
better relationship between the businesses and improving the visual appeal
of downtown Farmville.
Even small upgrades could help promote a better environment for customers. A flourishing commercial district
could help bring more businesses to
the community, mainly to those blocks
on Main Street that the Farmville Revitalization committee is focusing on.
Having been around since 1798, the
Town ofFarmville is expected to be a

little run-down in some areas, so the
mission of the committee is to see that
it becomes a thriving downtown area.
The benefits of such efforts could bring
wealth to Farmville and a sense of unity and pride to the community.
Sarah Whitley is the Director of
the Office of First Year Experience at
Longwood and has also taken on a role
in tne Downtown Farmville Revitalization Committee. As the Longwood
representative on the Steering Committee, which is the driving force behind the revitalization effort, Whitley
is involved in all major decisions the
group makes. She says they would like
to create better relationships between
the merchants of the Downtown area.
The shops and businesses located in
downtown Farmville are in need of
change, but Whitley expressed concern
that not all of the business owners are
on board. "Some sections of downtown
are in better shape than others," she
said. She wants to make this a group effort and would like to get everyone the
same page. Another goal is to organize
major events and to establish partnerships downtown. This would bring a
sense of unity and a strong community bond to tne commercialdistrict of
downtown Farmville.
How will Longwood students play a
role in the revitalization efforts?
To get Longwood students involved,
Whitely spoke with Molly Spraker, director of The Big Event at Longwood
University. "The Big Event is a oneday community service project where
Longwood students volunteer in the
Farmville community as a way to give
back to the town and its residents,"
Spraker explained.
She is excited for this opportunity to
in more jobs for students to do on
e day of The Big Event. This year,
the big day is Sat., March 26. "It's great
that we are getting involved with the
revitalization of Downtown Farmville.
This will give students a chance to help
clean up tne area and improve the look
of Main Street," Spraker commented.
Whitley and other committee mem-

S

bers attend town council meetings to
keep them updated on their progress
ana to get feedback. The Downtown
Revitalization committee will be planning various forums and community
events as the project moves forward.
As one of their goals, they want to
bring together all of the merchants,
builaing owners, and town people to
create single community effort towards
the improvement of downtown Farmville.
The committee held a Revitalization
Forum on Thurs., Feb. 10 at the historic train station on Third St. There
was a meet and greet followed by an
informational meeting. The forum
was open to all downtown merchants,
building owners, and professionals.
Molly Spraker and another representative from The Big Event executive
committee were there to share the opportunity for business owners to have
students volunteer to clean up their
storefronts and aid in the overall efforts of the Revitalization committee.
After the forum, several of the attendees commented about how they
thought the event went on the Facebook group for Downtown Farmville.
All of the feedback was positive, including a wall post from Co-Chair of
the Downtown Revitalization Committee and Dean of Longwood's CookCole College of the Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Charles Ross. He commented, "I
think it was a fantastic start and I hope
it's the first step in building a vibrant
community downtown!"
One area of discussion at the forum
was that downtown merchants need to
work together and have better communication. They talked about how they
could make shopping more convenient
for customers. One suggestion was
for ail of the stores to have the same
store hours. They would also like to
do something about the parking meters on Main Street. However, parking
is one issue that will have to wait until
another day.
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Asst. News bdttor
" W h e r e «he He,, is FarmviUe VAr The rh
torical question that adorns the back of the ubiquitous t-shirts seen around campus best captures the
inside joke of the towns peculiar name and obscurity to outsiders Yet the latest results from the 2010
Census reveals that Farmville is not as unremarkable as previously thought. In fact, both the Town ot
Farmville and surrounding Prince Edward County
experienced some of the fastest levels of population
growth in the state over the past ten years.
The population of the Town of Farmville, according to the 2010 Census data, rose by 20 percent,
growing from 6,845 residents in 2000 to 8,216 in
2010. Ihe population of Prince Edward County,
which owes a significant amount of its own growth
to Farmville, expanded by 18.5 percent; growing
from 19,700 residents in 2Ô00 to 23,368 in 2010.
The rate of growth in both Farmville and Prince
Edward County was faster than 104 other counties
and independent cities in Virginia; beating rural
counties such as Nottoway (0.8 percent) a n f Buckingham (9 7percent), asweljasfargercountiessuch
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FORT LEE, Va. - Army Reservists from the Commonwealth are
getting ready for their deployment as the United States cuts the
size oT the Force in Iraq. WDBI7-TV (Roanoke, Va.) reoorted
that members of the 275th Combat Sustainment Support Battalion loaded their necessary equipment on trucks at Fort Lee, just
outside Petersburg. The reservists were honored at a farewell ceremony on Saturday before leaving for Fort Bliss, Texas. Once the
80 men and women complete training at Fort Bliss, they will travel
to Iraq where they will assist in closing Army posts m the northern part of Iraq, as troops prepare to move out of the country. Ihe
275th includes soldiers from all around the state, including many
from central Virginia. They are scheduled for a 400-day deploy-
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Va. - Investigators are still trçng to determine
the exact cause of an early morning apartment fire. According to
WWBT-TV (Richmond, Va.), police arrived at the scene around
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firewall One firefighter received minor injuries while fighting the
w a s a pp r 0 V ed, the SGA allocated $6,000 from their
co-sponsorship fund to Relay For Life. An addi- b j a z e firefighter was taken to a local hospital for treatment. A
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and equipment repairs for a Rape Aggression De, i ot F Mondav-Friday without a visitor parking his mistake on the road into a learning lesson for his feUowclassfense class. The SÔA, however, only allocated $10 | " s c a n b T e h S b I e for a ticket. A concern addressed mates. Corey Hall was in a car accident that almost took his life
for publicity.
*
f t h e executive report was that the FAB was run- just two weeks ago. Hall's lung collapsed,, his left leg is crushed
Some senators were worried they might go e y r r ;
« J g g j M J ^ d .a number of Longwood Wfmm bis khee to Us ^ e , aji<T:he has a broken nose anda lacerwhat is allowed ând othefc w o r n e d t h ^ ^ M d ^ f S n t s S r e s Ï Ï e i n L a n c e r - P a r k missei their atedliver. The reason for Ha2s iniunescomes fromdrunk driving
line item breakdown would not offer accountâbsfity J l w s e s B S n S looking into this issue.
He told WSET-TV (Lynchbure7Va.)he "wasn'tthinlang andlet
for what the organization would spend the money
- c ' o n s t itution for Women's Club Soccer was ap- his frustrations toward a friendeet in the way. His mother received
on. The SGA voted to table the motion and have the
constitution for Amor, a club that will a 2 a.m. phone call informing her of her sons accident on Leesd ^
organization return to SFC with the request broken F'»
• .
ville Road in Campbell County. Hall, who enjoys four-wheeling,
d with
h a n w o r l d a i d e organizainto line items.
fishing
and hunting, is now Umited by the wheels of a wheelchair.
w a s a f s o a p p r oved.
Last week money was allocated to Relay For Life, " "
, , J f c b l a b o u t n o t funding closed Nearly 600 students heard HaU's message on Friday while his mom
but President Ben Brittain had to veto the motion O ^ £ a t i o n s w a s taken out, but there were other watched on. She told WSET she's blessed to still have her son here,
because the incorrect amount was allocated. Dowdy p a » t $ o f ^ b m t h a t n e e d e d to be approved. Student
|
organizations must keep records of the allocated
I
money they spend and must be registered with the
j c
A
A
Student Union. The SGA also revisited the access C h e s t e r f i e l d M a i l A r r e s t e d I O r
gg\
mA
L^V J
to the reserve account. This bill set some guidelines
i^fc^
H L
jj^^^mm
can access the reserve account, what it can T i l F l p r i t a l
P r a r t î r P S
fo
h
. "WÊ, /
be used for, and how much can be used. Check back I l l e g a l l ^ C U l i U
tlCC»
, l a n k
i;. X I i ^ m ^ ^ ^ k
with The Rotunda's SGA blog at http://rotunda-sga.
JEi^B^^Mj^^jfiSa^Ba^^^^H
blogspot.com/ for more extended coverage on the
¡ ¡ ^ ^ B m ^ H I ^ ^ ^ ^ H
bills.
.
I CHESTERFIELD, Va. - A Chesterfield County man has been
P H ^ B
'
There are two senate seats the SGA is looking to ^ „ g g d with performing illegal dental work without a license m' J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H fill within the next two weeks. Check their website s i d e lds Hull Street Road home. Jose Hernandez, 52, was arrested
at http://www.longwoodsga.weebly.com for an ap- p r i F e b n a f t e r police received a complaint from the Virginia
plication. The next SGA meeting will be held TUes., Department of Health Processions. According to The Richmond
T n ^ r
1 m l
VI 1
March 1 at 3:45 p.m. in the BC Rooms of the Stu- ximes-Dispatch, police were able to seize dental equipment, supX
1 | M
Ml I
dent Union.
plies, and records from Hernandez's home. They found syringes,
1 II
H L M
« U B M I
dental tools, dental supply gel, rubber bands used for braces, and
Phoio ^ BMyDwsi
even a Micro-Tin dental plating system. Police said he was mainly
—
—
targeting patients without dental insurance and that he was per_T
~ T~Z
I
II
7
7
/n
npi*
O „
_ forming "invasive dental procedures." Such procedures included
H e C V C l e M a m a R e t u r n s t o C a m pr u s
l l l l S J rp n i l g
tooth fillings and extractions. He has been charged in connection
I with only one patient case, but is suspected in numerous other
,
«T .
.
I cases Executive Director of the Virginia Board of Dentistry, SanJESSICA SNYDER
participating schools are reouired to say, It gives us the opportu- ^ R
^ ^ T i m e s .Dispatch her department does not have
„ nhJM<i(i vtprmrtpr
to'report weekly waste and/or re- mty to gauge our recycling efforts i i d i t i o n o v e r unlicensed dentists and that jurisdiction is reRotunda Reporter
cycling
Ihe data
all against
other schools, not
mst ^servea
d ior
for auuioruies.
au^orities.
schoofs data.
is compiled
andfrom
weekly
in the Commonwealth,
but also
T
T
JTT •
rankings are updated to the Re- across the country.
I n 2008, Longwood University cvcleNTania weBsite
Students can most help out
began a major push.to go green
„
sustainability co- Longwood in RecydeManla bv
, .

S

University of M a r y
caC;
have done their part to contnbute. With recycling bins in every
L'wX n l L t t h J
facility and a power plan that
utilizes saw dust for heat, Longwood is definitely not a stranger
to the sustainability game.
A current sustainability event
taking place on campus this semester is RecycleMania. Ihe
campaign is a national tournament promoting waste reduction
and recycling activities on college
campuses across the county. The
program first began in 2001 with
ust two schools, and since then
has grown to included hundreds
ot institutions.
L
° n g w o o d wiUbe one
of the 630 co| eges participating
in
competition.
Thethecompetition
began Februarv
8 aftera two-weektridpenod,
^ o n a r Î gh^weekl Eve?y week

¿ i ' t é t e ? ^
academi^buiiding^on campuf
^ i ' t h e i r r e c y c l a b l e s . The re- Longwood students can recycle
3 f l e S are e j e c t e d out of the paper, cardboard, plastics #1-7,
3 S S 3 S h i f f a n d Other build- magazines, newspaper, and alu. ^ m e m b e r s mi®um.
X housekeeping Martin then
Senior business major Sam Hardy says he'll be participating in
k
h
n u ^ b ® r s K i v e n t o her
.
h
resu^ts i n o n b e .
t he RecycleMania initiative and
believes "recycling is important
h a l f o f t h e school
ARAMARK is a big supporter because it facilitates the upkeep
, .
of the environment. Also by reC 0 . s p 0 n f 0 r for the
With the help of cycling, we as a people will not
t ition
a D^MARK Longwood is com- exhaust all our natural resources."
.
foodwaste
category
This is Longwood's third time
£
g first time ever. Martin participating in RecycleMania
. „ W e m e a s u r e t h e amount of and it is something the instituJ
tion plans to continue participâtf
A t u c o m p o s t e d in
ing in to continue its journey of
our c
o s t i n g program."
Although there seems to be no becoming a green campus.
^ ins titution if they are
For updates on how Longwood's
f
f ^ i ^ S S S C students^ are doing in the competition or just
just for
more information
about Martin
Recygencouraged
! m S L hto Eparticipate
S E & *We
do deMania,
contact KeUy
[£e progr^n foraLe awareness or visit the campaign's website at
about si^tainability." She went on www.recydemania.org..

S t u d e n t W i n s VideO

W a s h i n g t o n
C o m p e t i t i o n

FREDERICKSBURG, Va. - A University of MarynWashington
(UMW) student has won first place in the Federal Reserve Bank
Qf St. Louis' national video competition. According to a press reieaSe from the UMW, Eisa Lee, a senior form Falls Church, Va.,
w o n the video contest for her piece, "What are the 4 Factors of
Production?" The video features Lee doing her own voice-over tor
a young woman setting up a small business. She received a $1,000
ufs. savings bond forlier award, and the Federal Reserve Bank
plans to work with high schools to use Lee's work for educational
purposes. Lee said she hopes her video can be used in economic
flasks around colleges and in classes at the high^school level. Lees
brother Patrick, a freshman at James Madison University, placed
third in the contest Patrick wrote his own script and his sister
helped shoot and edit the video. Lee became interested in the competition after seeing the winning video from last year. The Federal
Reserve Bank of S?. Louis is one of the 12 Reserve banks m the
federal system.
«
News Briefs compiled by Corey Morrt.
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Academic Plan Scheduled for Completion by Spring 2012
BRANDON GARDINER

Rotunda Reporter
E v e r since he took office in July 2010, President Patrick Finnegan has made it very clear that he will be using
his time here at Longwood to make big changes. One oT
his biggest goals is to, essentially, take a step back and
eview Longwood's academics. In order to do this, according to the academic blog site, available at longwood.
edu/president, Finnegan has been working with the Office of Academic Affairs in creating what is called his
"Academic Strategic Plan" (ASP). The process of developing the ASP began January 27 and is planned on being
finished by spring next year.
To begin the development process, a "campus conversation was held for only the faculty and staff on
Thurs., Jan. 27 in Blackwell Hall. At this event, according to the ASP blog, "three Longwood faculty panelists
shared their personal perspectives on the following two
questions: 1) What capacities and qualities should our
21st-century students possess when they graduate from
Longwood? 2) Given the expectations we have for our
students, as well as the challenges and opportunities facing higher education today, wnat does Longwood need
to dof What kind of institution should we become?"
The panelists consisted of Dr. Theresa Clark, Dr. Derek
Taylor, and Dr.. Charles White. Remarks made at this
event are available on the blog site under "Campus Conversations."
n
The next event, another "campus conversation consisting of only faculty and staff took place Thurs., Feb. 17
in Blackwell Hall. This consisted of Dr. Ronald Rochon,
rovost and vice president of Academic Affairs at the
fniversity of Southern Indiana, and Dr. Josipa Roksa,

C

assistant professor of sociology at the University of Virginia and co-author of the book "Academically Adrift."
One of the main focuses of this event was the discussion of Roksa's thoughts portrayed in her book. The
book itself has been stirring a lot of interest over the past
couple months. In it, Roksa simply asks the fundamental
questions about higher education: Are students actually
learning and retaining things that are taught at college?
Is the higher education that these students are paying
for every year actually increasing their critical thinking
skills? In her book, she shows statistics and information
pointing toward the answer "no."
At the "campus conversation" on Feb. 17, Roksa made
a point that has, so far, not been followed by Longwood.
She said in her beginning statement, "When you want
actual change, it has to come from the bottom. And if
you want change when it comes to learning, which is
what I am going to focus on in particular, you need that
change to nappen in the classroom; which means you
have to include faculty, staff and students."
So far, the ASP has been kept to just the faculty and
staff, and the only event that has been brought to the
attention of students has been a discussion with Roksa
about her book following the "campus conversation
Feb. 17. Over 100 faculty and staff went to the closeddoor session. Less than half of that amount of people
went to the book discussion.
Future plans have been set for the ASP process, including another "campus conversation" on lues., March
22. At this event, Dr. Joseph Zolner, senior director of
higher education programs at Harvard University will
be holding "facilitated small-group discussions" about
the path toward a new ASP.
From Tues., April 17 to spring 2012, the rest of the
ASP will be handled by what is oeing called the "ASP

Task Force." According to the bloe site, "The Task Force
will be comprised of faculty members, along with representatives from various constituencies in Academic and
Student Affairs.

"In it, Roksa simply asks the
fundamental questions about
higher education: Are students
actually learning and
retaining things that are taught
at college? Is the higher
education that these students
are paying for every year actually increasing their critical
thinking skills?"
The members of the Task Force will be challenged to
think beyond their individual unit and be charged with
listening to all perspectives of all constituencies across
campus? The site goes on to say, "The Task Force will
then be responsible for drafting a strategic plan that reflects not their own individual unit's interests, but the
interests of the entire university."

Change, Accountability Discussed at Strategic Plan Session
CONTINUED A C A D E M I C . . .

She said locating the key concepts to improve is crucial because improving on everything
is not always possible.
Roska did admit the journey
in deciding what to improve on
is not always a simple one. She
said one of the most noticeable
things she has found through research is discovering a common
consensus among faculty members when it comes to improvement. "The likelihood of success
is going to be much greater if we
actually work together" shç said.
That sen'sev of* people working
together does not start where
many people think it does, Roska explained.
She said most institutions see
the role of administrators and
vice presidents as t where goals
are set and missions are "articulated." She said, "If you want
actual change, it has to come
from the bottom. You need that
change to happen in the classroom. That means you have to
involve faculty, staff and students."
Roska also spoke on the importance of networking in the
21st century. Networking will
give universities more communication possibilities and help
bring the schools together. She
said networking is crucial for a
number of reasons, including
the exchange of information
for better assessment. Roska explained the only way to develop

common threads and goals is to
get people on board, in order to
fulfill planning and accomplish
the set goals.
With networking also comes
the importance of completion in
the 21st century. She said the end
of the 20th century was more
of a time of accessibility into
higher education. Now the focus
must turn to completion since,
according to Roska, only about
55 percent of students complete
their time at a four-year school.
"In higher education we haven't
had to make the case. We haven't
had to make the case of what we
are, what we're accomplishing
and what we're doing." She said
the attitude is more of trust in
that students attend institutions
of higher education because they
expect things to happen. "That
era is over, we're going to have
to make a case what we re about
and what our passions are."
There was an obvious change
of pace when Rochon took the
stage. Instead of a quantitative
approach, he took more of a
qualitative approach, focusing
less on numbers and data, ana
more on real experiences and
passionate stories. Rochon is
known across the nation thanks
to his work on policy issues and
leadership in higher education.
He serves as chairman of the
board of directors of the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education. His higher
education career has spanned
across numerous institutions

and he has held various positions. He openly told the gathering of about 10Ó faculty and staff
members his comments were
not to be "interpreted as prescriptive" but only something to
think about.
Rochon told the story of touring a Toyota manufacturing
plant with a school group. He
said while the robotics ana production methods in the plant
impressed him, what stuck out
the most was the andon cord, a
small nylon cord that hung from
the ceiling. He said the cord was
onjy tq be, pulled if a defect or
problem with manufacturing
occurred. "You were held accountable to pull the cord, regardless of your title, your rank,
your years of service ... You
were held accountable." He said
the cord was a metaphor for responsibility and accountability.
"Where at the university is the
andon cord?" he asked.
He said the conversation that
takes place needs to be more
between academics and student
affairs, rather than just one or
the other. Rochon asked where
higher education stands in understanding the social and academic differentiation in college
and what is being done to support that differentiation.
"I think we should stop talking about the two sides and start
talking about this institution,
this agency, where we really do
have this amazing respect between both sides and again, this

accountability is shared. It's actually shared." He questioned
what the step should be to support that.

"With
networking also
comes the
importance of
completion in „,
v21st
century!"
Rochon discussed faculty roles
and how he was once reminded
he was a "junior professor." "It
just didn't feel good," he said.
He related his role" back to
the Toyota story: "Tenured or
not, do I have a right to pull the
cord?" He says yes and that values and roles should be analyzed
and respected more in the current century.
"I am asking my colleagues to
please pay attention to what is
happening." He cited the current consumer base that has a
new expectation of the education world, especially in regard
to accessing and exchanging information. Things are evolving.
The question is, are we?"
A number of faculty and staff
members had a chance to pose

uestions to both Roksa and
ochon before the session was
Sover.
The questions ranged from
tenure issues all the way to the
future of Virginia's education, in
regard to the passage of the Virginia Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2011.
Dr. Larissa Fergeson, associate
professor of history and chair
of Faculty Senate, said copies of
Roksa's book are available in all
departments on campus, as well
as at Barnes & Noble Bookstore.
She also said the new blog for
fhe ASP is up and running, and
w|lj be updated ,as needed. Tomorrow, a faculty meeting with
CRT/tanaka, the university's
marketing consultant, will give
a presentation mirroring a presentation they gave to the Board
of Visitors in December regarding how Longwood is perceived
by others.
Dr. Charles Ross, dean of the
Cook-Cole College of Arts and
Sciences, wrapped up the session by thanking everjone that
came to the session. We want
to keep this conversation going,"
he said. He encouraged his colleagues to get involved with the
blog. Ross also noted the ASP
will facilitate the discussion toward a new academic model for
the university. Membership for
that task force will be announced
in April. It will be comprised of
faculty members and representatives from both Academic and
Student Affairs.

President Brittain Discusses Options for Alpha Beta Psi
CONTINUED A B Y . . .

those reports have support to
them," explained Planow. Sullivan said it is their protocol
to turn reports with evidence
over to campus police for investigation, and Planow added
that the situation has been
handed over to campus police
before.

Getting On-Campus as a Sorority
"They did contact people in
the summer and they nad a
response back saying all the
requirements to be under the
National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPC) umbrella ... We sent
them all of the requirements
of what they needed to be in
existence under this umbrella,
but there was not [a] response
back to that," explained College Pan-Hellenic Council
(GPC) President Lauren Smiley.
Sullivan, Smiley, and Planow
all touched on the fact that
Alpha Beta Psi does not cur-

rently meet the requirements
set forth by NPC. They had
expressed an interest in potentially at some point being the
fifth Alpha chapter nationally
foundea here. When they expressed that, we contacted the
NPC and asked what are the
requirements for a national
organization and the key word
there is national, not local, to
fall under the umbrella," said
Planow.
Smiley relayed that the NPC
College Pan-Hellenic Committee Chairman stated that
with one local chapter at this
time, Alpha Beta Psi does not
meet tne requirements for
membership within NPC for
Associate Member Status.
Smiley explained that under
the NPC guidelines, a Greek
organization must have been
in existence in its national
character for at least nine
years and have a minimum
of at least 12 well-established
chapters. All chapters must be
established at senior colleges
and universities that are authorized to confirm bachelor's

degrees and have satisfactory
regional accreditation ratings.
Approval/endorsement of
administrative authorities on
all campuses where they have
chapters is required ana they
must conform to all the regulations set forth for the cooperation of NPC active members. "It's out of our hands.
We have to follow the rules
and regulations of NPC. That's
where we have to stop. If NPC
is not going to allow us to have
this new sorority there is nothing we can do, said Smiley.
She added, "SGA will support
a recognized organization, but
they cannot call themselves a
social Greek sorority."

Getting On-Campus as a
Club
Sullivan explained that at
Longwood they only recognize nationally affiliated organizations as social Greek
organizations, but turned it
over to Student Government
Association (SGA) President
Ben Brittain to talk about the

process of becoming a club.
Brittain explained tnat all a
student has to do is find four
other students interested in
the same topic, secure an adviser, and write a constitution.
Once you submit it to the
SGA, they work to make sure
the group meets all of the requirements and if it does, it's
good to go. "When it starts
looking like a sorority or fraternity, then it gets turned over
to the Greek Life office and
unfortunately, that's where it
would stop or it would have
conversations with those two
offices," explained Sullivan.
Brittain stated that although
he has had a conversation
with one member about coming on-campus, the group has
never come and filea a formal
request. "Having multiple sisters would not prevent you
from becoming an organization. If SGA said 'no' because
of that, it would be against our
constitution," explained Brittain.
Sullivan explained some of
the privileges of being an on-

campus organization^ including using Longwood's name
and facilities, publicizing on
campus, and having booths at
Oktoberfest and Spring Weekend. She said that if the girls do
want to come on campus, then
they might have to be willing to nejgotiate. "They maybe
have to be willing to change
some of the things they a o
in order to be recognized on
campus," she said. Tnis could
be anything from not using or
wearing Greek letters to not
having a new member period.
"I have no problem with the
fact that they want to have an
organization that shares their
values, their beliefs, and their
ideals. I think it's wonderful
they took the initiative to start
something and to try and see
it through," said Brittain. He
added that they might have
to go about it a different way
ana they need to be willing to
follow both the SGA and the
school rules.
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A Little Chivalry Goes A Long Way
The
Importance
of Music
SARAH SCHMADER

Co-Layout Editor

MICHELLE MOODHE

Co-Layout Editor

M a n y people have m
heard the theory that
those who are exposed to and/or play
music at a young age
benefit when it comes
to academics. It is
said that certain parts
of the .1brain
arei developed
differently.
I
. «
i
r_ __ _
I^
.
by fifth grade you could join
band and everyone sang in chorus. At age
nine I picked up violin and played it for
about four years, and at ten I began playing the saxophone. And by senior year of
high school 1 taught, myself acoustic guitar. Personally, I am not the biggest fan
of mathematics, I do better with writing
words and historical facts, and I was also
not the most outspoken person in the
class. ...
But playing an^ j Jinstrument
provided
I
¥
^
me with an escape where I could speak
through music.

"I do better with
writing words and
historical facts, and I
was also not the most
outspoken person in
the class. But playing
an instrument
provided me with an
escape where I could
speakiht0gHMMic.l J
' •'• " " " — ' 'ii i ' "
Playing an instrument is something I think
everyone should try at least once in life. It
teaches oneself discipline, a sense of pride
and provides a creative outlet. I know this
may sound strange, especially in an era
Lady Gaga, and Justin Bieber, but I truly
enjoy classical music. Classical music can
improve linguistic and spatial abilities, as
well as increase focus when studying. My
roommate and I often listen to classical
music when writing papers at 3 a.m. or
studying for a test. It has also been proven
that this type of music reduces stress levels
as well, and as a college student that sense
of relief is much needed.
Reading music is a talent in itself, a
skill that takes patience and dedication.
Learning to play music gives you a sense
of rhythm and timing. I feel as though it is
important to understand such concepts, as
VTV1UT
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It's been said
that in this day
and age, chivalry
is deaa. There has
always
seemed
to be a certain
amount of chivalry expected from
a gentleman, but I'm not asking for that.
I simply expect the same politeness that
every person should practice every day.
Chivalry, if expected at all from the men
of our generation, is not what it used to
be. The definition has become relaxed
in its usage, like several words. If a car
doesn't stop to let me cross, I don't expect
a fellow male student to chase after the
car in full armor on their strong steed,
with the intention of beheading tne driver with their sword.
Nor do I expect a man to lay his coat

life amongst other people and such.
This goes beyond everyday encounters.
If you are a man on a date, I'm sure (or I
hope) that you've been told this by some
wise woman in your life: Chivalry goes
a long way. For some reason the idea of
classic chivalry has become humorous
these days; young men who open a car
door or pull out a chair for a woman are
sometimes mocked or accused of being
"pansies." Because it's cool to treat the eirl
you are with like you don't appreciate her,
right? Wrong.
She may laugh or get embarrassed, but
every girl appreciates chivalry. It's not
always necessary in every situation, but
it's a nice surprise when a man does do
something chivalrous. Plus, and to some
people most importantly, it'll set you
apart from the rest.
So guys, show a little chivalry. It'll be
appreciated by everyone around you.
And all readers, be polite to the people
you're around. There s never really a reason not to be, and every act of courtesy is
a chance to brighten someone's day.

Who Knew A Daily Blog Could Be So Helpful?
something, and I might change it. Maybe I'll notice I m writing
about procrastinating too much and then, seeing that, decide to
Copy Editor
work harder to finish my tasks earlier.
Another thing I've noticed is that writing this blog has helped
me be less stressed. Being an aspiring writer, it's been recommended to me multiple times to keep a journal. Several people
I sit here writing, on a Tuesday night,
have said it's like therapy. I didn't really understand what they
helping edit another edition of The Romeant until now.
tunda. We are six, almost seven weeks
I've found that I am most at peace when I m updating my
into this semester. As every day passes
Facebook
status and then extending that post on WordPress. I
by, I realize that we are closing in on
feel
so
good
about myself. I also try to do this in the morning
midterms, warmer weather and the
as soon as I wake up, so I feel at peace and have so much conficountdown to graduation day.
dence, and that motivates me to begin the day.
The only countdown I've had going
Writing is something that I've been passionate about for althe months as they fall on the fourteenth of every month.
most
story
iost
13 years. It's harcfto
hard to believe that it all started with a story
I'm
not I1I1V
into days
or»» uhours
want to
1111 11UL
uajro V
v u i a or
v . .minutes.
. . . . . . . . . . I don't
" . .be. The
f
L
ro
Girl"
in
my
fifth
grade
class
that
won
recognicalled
"Electro
seconds, minutes, hours, and days passing by so quickly are a
from the Young Authors' contest. Who knows, maybe later
countdown enough. It's crazy to think that, at least for me, the tion
down the road, my name will be associated with a famous blog,
weeks are flying by so fast that one minute I'm at work on Mon- magazine,
t j «newspaper,
»w * * IT J> ^or» on—
The New York Times bestseller list,
day and the next, I'm talking to my boyfriend on the phone on
Look out
ut big girl
girf vworld, here I come.
Thursday afternoon.
I've had many thoughts as I've written
about every single day of my last semester
here at Longwood. That's right. The day I
came back to Longwood, January 16,1 decided to write one Facebook status a day.
• Initially, the idea was to make me more pro- J
ductive, so that J wouldn't spend so much fm
tirrieb'rith^ '¿ite'fcveryYlay. That's a laugh. I
still spend way too much time on Facebook,
J A M E S G . Z U M W A L T , ESQ.ON C A M P U S
but its stopped me from updating my status
16 billion times a day.
m
Anyway, my friend Karen saw this "Day
I
1" endeavor of mine and commented, "You
could turn this into a blog." So my third atAUTHOR, VETERAN, & PRESIDENT,
tempt at a WordPress blog was born, and so
far, has been successful.
ADMIRAL ZUMWALT & CONSULTANTS, INC.
Even though Facebook limits me to 420
characters per day, I can extend my thoughts
TUESDAY, MARCH I, 2 0 1 1
on to the unlimited WordPress dashboard.
Now that we're 39 days in, I still love it. Sur7 P.M. IN JARMAN HALL AUDITORIUM
prisingly. As much as I love writing, blogging has actually been really difficult for me,
to be consistent anyway. This time, though,
PUBLIC INVITED - FREE ADMISSION
it's different. I really challenged myself with
this Facebook thing. I would feel so awkAT A TIME WHEN ISSUES of corporate governance, financial
ward; like I'm letting myself and my readers
down if I miss a day of posting and blogreporting and business ethics are making headlines daily, it is important to remember
ging.
that American industry continues to provide valued leadership for creating a sustainable
So far, I've mostly written about my classes and what I'm involved in at Longwood.
global economy. Our next speaker in the Executive-in-Residence series, James G.
There's also been tidbits about personal
Zumwalt, author of Bare Feet, Iron Will - Stories from the Other Side ofVietnam's
thoughts, feelings, job-hunting, and a lot
about my boyfriend and friends.
Battlefields, will speak on "Leadership Studies from How Wars Are Won and Lost,
Over the next few weeks, though, I exby Those Who Think Outside the Box."
pect that my posts will consist ofmore of
big girl world," as I call it. How my experiences were at the ACP newspaper conferLt. Colonel James Zumwalt is a retired Marine infantry officer who served in the
ence in Los Angeles after next week. What
Vietnam War, the 1989 intervention into Panama, and Desert Storm. An author,
exactly I'm planning on doing once graduation day comes and goes. How I'll feel about
speaker and business executive, he also currently heads a security consulting firm
not returning to Farmville, Longwood, and
named after his father - Admiral Zumwalt & Consultants, Inc. He writes extensively
Stubbs in August. My continuing hunt for a
job (any job at this point), interviews, sucon foreign policy and defense issues, having written hundreds of articles for various
cesses, failures. How I'll deal with living
newspapers and magazines, including USA Today, The Washington Post, The New York
with my parents for a while, and then eventually finding a place to live on my own.
Times, The Chicago Tribune, and others. His articles have covered issues of major
LAURA BETH STRICKER

managing time and schedules, projects,
and homework. If you have no sense of
f Oclose
VIVvIVbehind.
I/V111«IM<
time, chaos is always
By senior year of Ihigh school, the SATs
fulness of college apwere over,, the stressfulness
B
plications was over and I felt as though
something was missing in my life. School
and sports had taken over much of my life
at that point, and now that all of it was over
I needed something to focus my time on.
My older brother had been playing electric
guitar for a few years at the time and I had
always dreame d of playing acoustic guitar
myself. On my 18th birthday, my brother
bought me my very own Yamaha acoustic
guitar. I felt as though I had something
to work for, and another way to express
myself. For months I taught myself guitar, practicing everyday, until my fingertips were raw. By the end of that summer,
before freshman year of college, I had no
feeling in my fingers, but I had gained feeling of accomplishment.
About three years later, I'm still teaching° myself
guitar,
there's been£ definite
im_'
L . . i ¥»11 I
*
,,/u.
lege though,
. - ___.
do if I didn't have my guitar. Its what I
go to when I think I can't take any more
tests or projects. When I feel as though
the lack of sleep is slowly taking years off
my life, I make sure I find time Tor music.
The presence of music is somethingthat is
constant from century to century. The existence of it is vital, and I strongly encourage everyone to pick up an instrument.
Tne discipline and sense of achievement
you gain through playing an instrument is
irreplaceable.

down for me over a puddle when I come
across one on the sidewalk like they used
to do in old movies, though that would
be nice.
The kind of chivalry and common politeness that I don't see nearly as often as
I'd like to is with mundane, daily opportunities for courtesy. For instance, more
than three times last week I had a male
not hold the door for me when I was only
a few paces behind them.
Andyes, I'm aware of all of the implications that could be reasons why he chose
not to be polite: he was running late for
class, his hands were full, he didn t see me,
etc. But no, in one particular instance, we
were going to the same class, his hands
were empty, and he glanced back at me
as I came up behind him on the sidewalk.
Gentlemen, there is no reason for this
behavior. Even as a woman, whom chivalry is not expected of due to unfortunate
gender roles, I hold the door for everyone.
It's just being polite. Everyone, regardless
of gender, should be polite at most times
when you're out in the world, living your

EXECUTIVE-IN-RESIDENCE

*Over the next few
weeks, though, I
expect that my posts
will consist ofmore
of'big girl worldI
as I call itn
The more I think about, the more I want to
continue this blog after May 14,2011. So far,
it's challenged me to write every day. More
importantly, though, it's teaching me (slowly) to be completely open and honest with
myself. Meaning that I'm really trying to
look inside myself and figure out what I'm
feeling, how I'm feeling, and how I go about
my daily life.
Who knows, maybe I'll write about my
Monday, go back on Wednesday, notice

importance and his work has been cited by Congress and entered into the U.S.
Congressional Record. Colonel Zumwalt received a presidential appointment (199192) to be the Senior Advisor to the Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights
and Humanitarian Affairs. There will be a book signingfollowinghis presentation
and Barnes & Noble will have copies of his book for sale.
The Executive-in-Residence series is a public service of the College of Business &
Economics and is co-sponsorcd by Barrett Capital Management, LLC and SunTrust
Bank. To learn more about the program and parking, call 434.395.2045 (TRS: 711)
or go to: www.longwood.edu/business.
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A Night of Appreciation for Good Food and
Students Alike
Adventures in
Farmville
K A T I E REILLY

A&E Editor

JAMIE C L I F T

Features Editor
M a n y people think
Farmville is a boring
place; students of all
sorts leave town nearly every weekend for
places like Richmond,
Charlottesville, or even
northern Virginia in
search of a good time. ]
That's why Longwood j
is often called a "suit- |
case school." Those
who don't leave often
turn to partying to keep
themselves
occupied.
While traveling to other
schools and towns or
FPATITBCC
partying might be pretty
tun, it gets expensive and can even be dangerous. You dont have to do that stuff to enjoy
yourself.
Most of my weekends are spent in Farmville.
Like many college students, I lack the funds to
drive home every weekend or visit my friends
at the bigger schools. So for the most part, I'm
"stuck" here. But as far as I can tell, Farmville is
not a terrible place to be. There is much more to
Farmville than the Longwood campus and Buffalo Street, and if you aj-e willing to be spontaneous and keep an open mind, FarmVegas can
truly be an exciting place.
I tend to live by the philosophy that there is
never a reason to be bored. You just have to
make your own fun, and Farmville is the perfect
place to do that. Through my little adventures
in Farmville, I've met some really interesting
people, seen some truly great things, and made
some memories that willlast a lifetime.
I first became inspired to explore Farmville
when my LSEM class was assigned to do a scavenger hunt. Each group had to find places to get
certain things within walking distance of campus. We had to collect business cards, photographs, or employee signatures from each business. I was nervous to nave to talk to so many
strangers in a town that I 7was so new to,
but it
was a fantastic experience.
• ' 1
'"
A very iriteresting mechanic talked to us for
about fifteen minutes and helped us to find
places to find half of the items on our list. Other
storeowners told us how excited they were to see
new students in their stores and wished us luck
on our quest. Everyone was extremely nice.
There are many more things to do here in the
middle of the day on a weekend than ride the
FAB to Wal-Mart. You can find tons of things to
do on the bus route, or even within walking distance (Let's face it; no one loves riding the FAB).
Adventures in Farmville can take on many
forms. This weekend, for example, a bunch of
my hallmates and I walked down to the Appomattox River near High Bridge Trail. The weather was gorgeous anaone of them had visiting
friends who were photography students. We
ended up having an impromptu photo-shoot in
various Farmville locations. We trekked down
streets and wandered across fields and under
bridges. We saw parts of Farmville I had no idea
existed. I started to realize how gorgeous this
area really is, and it was fantastic.
Have you ever explored the furniture stores
in town? You should. Not only do they have
amazing stuff, they're surprisingly fun places
to go with your friends. One week when one
of my classes got cancelled, two of my friends
and I spent the afternoon exploring them. We
ended up hanging out in a model living room
for about an hour, sitting on what was possibly
the world's most comfortable couch. The furniture was more expensive than most of us would
ever be able to afford, but we talked about all
of our favorite pieces, from owl statues to pineapple lamps, and ended we up really learning a
lot about each other.
If you have a little money to spend, there's also
some excellent food around here. Walker's Diner has fantastic milkshakes and Macado's has the
best potato skins I've ever eaten. You can get a
decent meal at most places for less than ten dollars, and you can feel good for supportinga local
business. In this economy, they need all the help
they cari set.
When fiearned from a genealogy project that
I'm part French, I celebrated by taking some of
my friends to The Bakery on Main Street and
buying a baguette and some fancy European
sparkling lemonade. Also, this was a very good
time.
Going to a school should be about more than
living on campus. It's also important to get to
know the area you're living in. So give this place
a chance. Farmville is an interesting town, much
more so than the place on Facebook that most
college-age people equate it to. It has a rich local
history, the east coast's largest kayak store, more
fiirniture than any interior designer could ever
hope for, and some of the nicest people I've had
the pleasure to meet.
Adventures are everywhere, even Farmville.
You just have to know where to look

O n Wed., Feb. 16, students were
treated to their first-ever Student Appreciation Dinner in Longwood University's
history. The dinner was meant to highlight student appreciation, as opposed
to other events such as dinners celebrating university anniversaries or dinners
geared towards staff appreciation. This
one was for the students, and the students were excited to enjoy the food and
to test out the first dinner of this kind for
themselves.
Guest Chef Gilbert Holts came from
Western Kentucky University to prepare
dinner on Wednesday night and then
lunch on Thursday afternoon. He was
joined by.fellow Cnef Rosemary Pavinski, district executive chef at Virginia
Commonwealth University.
Their choice of food: A kind of gourmet.
Chef Holts prepared steak with mashed
potatoes, chicken cordon bleu, lobster
with Mornay sauce, sauteed shrimp, crab
cakes on grilled polenta, freshly prepared
salads, a nuge array of fresh fruits, and
that was just for dinner. "I liked it, it was
really nice to have food that reminded
me of home," said Tara Gilliam. "It was
just better food all around."
But while some thbught that food was
excellent, others werent so quick to give
praise. "I thought that it was way too
crowded. It might have been better if
the food was spectacular, but it wasn't,"
said Alyssa Hayes. "Less people would
have made it more enjoyable. The lines
for dessert alone were long and made for
more crowding in the walkways.

To complete the menu, Chef Holts prepared Oreo, chocolate chip, and coconut
cheesecake cupcakes, plain cheesecake
with the option of fresh fruits as way of
toppings, pumpkin cheesecake, baked
Alaska, and a huge celebratory cake with
chocolate and vanilla layers. "The desserts looked wonderful, but for someone
with allergies, like me, there weren't any
options. I couldn't enjoy the dessert table
at all," said Kaitlin Radican.
Dorrill Dining Hall was decked out
for the event. Balloons were scattered
throughout the room, accompanying the
blue and white tablecloths that covered
the dining tables. All the serving tables
were also beautifully displayed, including
baskets of tumbling fruits and vegetables
with tablecloths to complete the look In
the center of the students a huge set of
tables was prepared to hold the dessert
buffet and WMLU 91.3 FM had a station
set up to provide entertainment and music for the students.
In the Lee Grand Dining Room, a
screen was set up with a running slideshow of students and staff from both this
year and years past as a way to focus on
the students and how it was them and
them alone that made Longwood dining.
While some thought the atmosphere was
overcrowded, others enjoyed the craziness of it all. "Everyone was really excited to eat good fooa and that made for a
good atmosphere," said Kristina Bryant.
I felt like I was at a restaurant, the way
the tables were decorated, and everyone
in attendance seemed to be having a
good time."
Students also enjoyed the fact that President Finnegan and his wife were circling

Photo By: Gary Pietryk

the room talking to students, as well as
other faculty ana staff.
While dinner was spectacular, there was
some confusion the following afternoon
because the specially prepared lunch that
was said to be made fell short of students expectations. Instead of the special
dishes from the night before, the lunch
just seemed like leftovers on display, but
the opinion about the event was positive
overall. It left students wondering when
such an event would come arouna again.

A Step-by-Step Online Investigation
of Internship Resources
SEMEIN W A S H I N G T O N

Asst. Features Editor
W h i l e searching Longwood's online
resources from the Academic and Career
Advising Center (ACAC), one can easily find leads to investigate interesting
and fulfilling internships. Take an easily
repeated scenario, in wnich a Longwood
student loads the ACAC page ana clicks
the "Internship Search" button.
Though it is an almost brainless first
step, this can be neglected by anyone
lulled into thinking, that such opportunities just happen. While this is sometimes
true, let us go with the idea that our best
opportunity is both undiscovered and
not physically apparent.
When the "Internship Search" button is
pressed, a web page opens to a series of
linked steps in the internship searching
process. Tlie first step is the Internship
Search Overview. The Overview. poses
on extensive explanations: "What is an
internship," "What is Goal 15,"a"Why do
you have to do an internship," "What do
you need to know," and "Where do you
go from here?" All of these explanations
provide simple but necessary information to someone new to the concept of
both internships at large and the internshipprograms at Longwood.
The second step is the Internship
Checklist. This includes meeting with an
advisor, attending a Goal 15 workshop,
knowing requirements, planning, identifying tne site, preparation and targeting of resumes, ana contacting employers and appropriate faculty and staff to
finalize plans. After reviewing this step,
the student may go on to the third step or
self assessment's page that question the
student on where their values, skills and
interests lie.
The fourth and most active step is "Find-

ing an Internship," but for its weight in part time paid and unpaid internships,
and high school Internships,
the scenario, it will be discussed last.
"Internship Requirements by Academ- « i 'Clinking on> the linked title, a descripic Departmehr is the fifth step. It lists tion- of, college internships is given and
linked majors [With a risk management their respective stipends, or the amount
paid to an intern, are listed underneath.
reminder at the bottom of the page.
The "Six-Month Internship" option is
Following are step six, an unlimced reminder to Select the Site(s)," step sev- selected. It lists the internship as applien, a number of internship application cable to "graduating college seniors, reguidelines, and step eight, completion cent graduates, or graduate students in
and reflection on tne Internship, which art history or related fields." If you meet
acts connective tissue between the iso- these requirements, you are eligible for
lated experience and the rest of your life. two positions held from June 6-DecemHowever, going back to the "Finding an ber 2, 2011. Successful interns will be
Internship" step, we return to what most placed in a Museum department to work
people, admittedly, look at first. The rea- on projects matching their "academic
son may lie in the ease of doing this step background, professional skills, and cafrom your respective computers. More reer goals." Participation in a week-long
involved than tne other direct answers of Summer Internship Program Orientathe other steps, "Finding an Internship" tion is required ana full-time interns are
makes one ask important questions as to invited to do gallery talks. The descrip"What is out there* and "What is impor- tion of full-time is a five-day, thirty-five
hour week and the pay is $11,000. The
tant" for a protracted amount of time.
Entering the "Finding an Internship" application deadline was listed as Januportal, an inquiring student is faced by ary 5, 2011 at 5 p.m. and a link is given
several choices that each promises the for "How to Apply."
Using easily available resources and a
road to El Dorado. The choices are vast:
"CareerConnect," "Fairs," "Internships, bit of personal time, the internship procom," "Therapeutic Recreation Intern- cess can be explored and directions can
ships," "Internship Virginia," "Intern- be gathered. Tnough it is clear that the
ships by Field/Industry," Employer list- route taken in this scenario is not ideal
ings through Chambers of Commerce for everyone, the idea is that one can arand Newspapers," "Virginialntern.com," rive upon a very specific idea of a posi"Alumni Network," and "Additional Re- tion without moving from their rooms.
Though the real people and material resources."
Say, in this scenario, we follow "Intern- sources are also desirable to an inquirships by Field/Industry" and click the ing student, the online method remains
link that says "Arts/Performing Arts/Mu- as widely available as the other. Though
seums." Scrolling down, we arrive at the investigation is also not always going to
title "Metropolitan Museum of Art" and be a straight path, such as cases of legitiits two links. The first link redirects to macy, it is a good place to start looking
the Metropolitan Museum's "Study and forward with some ambition and some
Research" page. The fourth topic down courage to lose and regain opportunity.
is "Internships." Links in the synopsis include how to learn more about full time,

Citizen Leader Awards
It is that time of year to nominate students, faculty, staff and/or a student organization
for the Annual Citizen Leader Awards. The Citizen Leader Awards is Longwood's opportunity to
recognize those students, faculty, staff, and student organization
for their contributions to Longwood and the community.
The awards will be given out at the Citizen Leader Awards ceremony on Sunday, April 10,2011.
The information to nominate someone can be found at www.longwood.edu/leadership
and the link to the Citizen Leader Awards is on the left hand side.
Please consider submitting a nomination for these annual awards.
Nominations will close4on Friday, February 25,2011.
If you have any questions please contact Susan Sullivan at 434-395-2107 or
sullivansm@longwood.edu.
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Get Your Tat On At II Bacio Tattoo: Kiss of Ink
ERINN LARSON

Rotunda Reporter
T h e phraseMThere's nothing to do in
Farmville is a lie. I recently spoke with
Chris Matisa who owns II Bacio Tattoo:
Kiss of Ink. Not only did he delay his lunch
and skip a phone call to talk to me, but his
expertise is 'ink-credible.' Farmville is just
one city that houses his shops, in addition
to Appomattox, Lynchburg, and New Jersey. As a result, he travels, but at least he
can visit his son who manages the New Jersey branch.
So when did Chris and tattoos become
synonymous? I don't have an exact date,
but I nave an exact location: a Wawa in
New Jersey. While he was in construction,
after being a commercial artist in New York
City, a picture he drew of a foreman in drag
prompted one of his buddies to say, "You
should be a tattooist." As Chris perused a
tattoo magazine at Wawa, he took a risk
and ordered tattoo equipment.
If you know any Italian, you know "II Bacio" means "the kiss." New Jersey is known
for its Italian inhabitants, so when II Bacio
came to Farmville six yeats ago, residents
did not understand the name. Although
II Bacio is the official name, Chris named
the one on West Third Street II Bacio's Kiss

of Ink (Tattoo and Body Piercing). It is an
easy spot to access, plus they are open seven
days a week. If you don't want a typical star,
rose, or cherry, they provide trained artists
who can customize a tattoo just for you. If
you envy someone's nose stud, for thirtyfive dollars you can rock one too. In other
words, you have options, just save your
money.
The success of Chris' business is evident,
but what about his needle skills? After his
tattoo equipment arrived, he couldn't find
anyone to train him. As a result, he trained
himself. That's right, he studied books, attended classes, but ultimately his natural
talent (and his extraordinary results on Virginia's Tattoo Test/Certification Program)
prompted his career (and keeps it jgoing).
Chris first customer was himself: As a
leftie, he was able experiment by tattooing
a cross with the Virgin Mary on his right
arm. I didn't take a picture, but trust me
when I say it is unbelievable. If you don't
believe me, go see for yourself... Just make
sure he isn't traveling.
In my ignorance, I assumed that the tattoo industry is thriving because I heard
that the majority of our generation has tattoos. False. Chris brought to my attention
how the tattoo market is being destroyed
by people who tattoo "out of house." First

of all, if a person doesn't own a shop, they
are not officially licensed no matter what
BS they feed you. Secondly, there is no safe
way to maintain sterility. At II Bacio, I was
shown a picture of a man they know giving
another person a tattoo in his living room
with a dog drooling nearby. Gross, right? II
Bacio uses disposable, prepackaged needles
and tools for their tattoo art and piercings.
Thus, the chance of catching hepatitis is
low. In addition, they have a solution they
can spray which kills hepatitis in six minutes.
Then I started wondering why people
would risk infection instead of coming to
a trustworthy shop like Chris's. Any ideas?
What greases the joints in our economy?
Money. Since people are so desperate to
save money, tney are jeopardizing their
health, and receiving low-quality art. Many
of these Stingy folks end up visiting Chris
and ask him to fix it. He does the best he
can, but chances are the tattoo will still
appear uneven and cheap. All in all, these
corner-cutters end up spending the money
they tried so hard to save. This issue exemplifies one absurdity that Chris and other
tattoo professionals encounter. Chris admits that he can't compete with these cheap
tattoo junkies, but he advises you to "research your tattoo, use your head, check

the license of the place, and don't rely on
rumors."
As a consequence of people striving towards professional careers that pay well,
Chris and other skilled tattoo artists do
not have many willing participants to train.
Many college kids have tried living off a
tattoo-artists income, but it doesn't provide
much financial stability. This discrepancy is
not a sign of young greed but how weak our
economy is. In our society Chris sees tattooing as "the last business that gives you
a weeldy paycheck and dignity." He brings
up how the trade industry is vanishing, so a
craftsman like himself becomes under used
and under appreciated. I admit, the permanence of a tattoo can be intimidating, but as
Chris says "you can take it to the grave with
you..'. It's forever."
Personally, I think the corruption of the
tattoo industry is depressing, but Chris
knows he can't do much to change it, besides keeping his shops open and working.
I am a softie when it comes to promoting local businesses, so I encourage you
to support Farmville and artists like Chris
who make our world fascinating and small
towns less boring.

Life-Sized Monopoly Game Held at Longwood
_
Features Editor
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Lancer Productions (LP) puts on a wide variety of
campus activities throughout the year, but one of the most
original events yet occurred on Saturday night in the Lankford Student Union Ballroom. The organization hosted a
life-sized game of Monopoly, in which students worked in
teams ana moved around the board as their own pieces.
The game had everything you would expect from Monopoly, but on a much grander scale. All that was missing were
the pieces. There were no silver dogs, racecars, or shoes;
that« where the students came in.
This wasn't the first time the game was played on campus.
"It's just been a really, really long time, explained freshman and LP member Brianna Guill, who moderated the
game with the help of seniors April Keeney and Laura Beth
Strieker. Bringing back Life-Sized Monopoly was the idea
of Chloe Abshire, LP's director of novelty.
The idea of Life-Sized Monopoly had inspired the curiosity of several Longwood student^, and the LP members put--''
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Any more students would have made the game relatively
strategy,
but
in
reality,
a
lot
of
it
has
do
unplayable.
,
.
. with how lucky you are with a pair oftodice.
Some students were terribly excited at the prospect of
The teams took turns rolling giant fuzzy dice, and walkgiant Monopoly. "I'm thrilled, said junior Will Nixon. "To ing around a board made of laminated paper that covered
me, Monopoly isn't so much a game as it is a lifestyle."
the majority of the ballroom floor. There was the .typical
In what many students foundto be a nice touch, the typi- amount of Monopoly wheeling and dealing, and several
cal names of Atlantic City streets were replaced with the teams were able to build houses on their properties. Sevnames of places Longwood students were more familiar eral teams made trades in order to advance their standing
with, the residence halls and other buildings here at Long- in the game, there was a lot of negotiating that went on bewood Ruffner, of course, took the Boardwalk spot and was tween teams, off the board. Some teams assigned specific
the most valuable.
members to this job, others shouted their proposals across
Five teams participated in this fierce competition, and as the room.
Everyone breathed sighs of relief as they avoided landing
they arrived, there was a good amount of Monopoly smack
talk. Each team was convinced that they had an unbeatable

Cornine*» New Daily Specials!
MONDAY M A D N E t f - I A M E ONE T O P P I N G
CARRY-OUT FOR JUST 15!

Two foe JMsday— S*eo*d pizza of « p u t i Of
lnnr slzstoft**f
Wm0&B&!

Wodzx&dfy- /faty
wm&s
(10piM izutrnmnn&J

TVtrsty i V r s J a y - Free 2 liter Cofce
Prcjurt

any

purchase!

Mega Sunday—Any pizza, any size, any
toppings just $9.99!

Follow your pizza with the Domino's
pizza tracker!
Open late, late late! Mon—Thurs 2 AM,
Fri & Sat 3 AM, Sun 1 AM
Dominos now accepts Lancer Cash!
Order online at www.dominos.com
Customer pays appropriate tax and
delivery charges.

on the less desirable spaces. No one wanted to "go to jail,
jail
thnuah
when a team got sent to jail, the LI
though several did. When
LP
moderators asked them why they went there. The answers
were always comical, and ranged from "jaywalking to
"drunk in public." In what was probably the most thoughtout answer, Nixon said that he had stolen Joanie on the
Pony and sold it to buy his books.
By the end, players were particularly afraid of landing
on Ruffner, which was highly developed. A bad roll would
have surely bankrupted them mercilessly. Wheeler, ARC,
and Stubbs Residence Halls made up the yellow area of the
board, and were also treacherously covered in little green
buildings.
,
t
The game continued until around 11 p.m., when many of
the participants were beginning to grow weary of the game.
Anyone who plays Monopoly knows that this is typical; the
game never seems to ena. Several of the teams were bitter
and said that they would have won if the game had gone on
for a few more rounds. But it was Team One that came out
on top in the end.
junior Apollos Hill, a member of the winning team, was
very pleased with the victory. "I never win anything," he
stated. "Our team goal was to win," he said, adding that he
was generally speechless. "It definitely feels good, said his
teammate, freshman Kasev Dye.
Appropriately,
J |re• *l ^ i m <%w # the members
•
—of_ the..Awinning
, - J- l team
A Iall
AVAMir
newTlonopoiy games, but everyone'walked away
1AUHCI productions
riuuutuuii¡» stuff,
svuui from
uvui coffee cups
"r" —
^ ^ IICCfree
to
pens. So,
- in the
• end,* everyone sort- of won. "Everyone
seemed to have a pretty good time, and best of all, it may
have been the first Monopoly game in history in which no
one fought over who got to be the racecar, and who had to
be the snoe.
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CHICKEN AND WIMS
ANY TWO BREAD?
XL ONE TOPPING JITCT t«.99
Farmville
2010 S. Main St.
(434)392-3000
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The Life and Opinions of E. Derek Tayloç
SEMEIN W A S H I N G T O N

Asst. Features Editor
Inhabiting an office in Grainger G12, Associate Professor of English E. Derek Taylor is a faculty member
both conscientious and caring when it comes to his students and his work. During his relatively short afternoon
office hours, Taylor helped his students with important
academic work and then spoke briefly about himself.
Born in Nashville, Tenn. to two university graduates,
Taylor saw early on the divide between his educated and
education-oriented parents and his largely uneducated
but highly self-sustained grandparents. For this reason,
Taylor says he "was aware of different ways of operating
in the world at an early age."
This distinction, however, lay in the background ot an
idyllic Tennessee countryside that Taylor occupied as a
boy. Having grown up in an old farmhouse on five acres
set next to comparable largely unfenced plots, he recalls being perpetually always outdoors: climbing trees,
catching hsh, chasing
snakes, and Jriding
his bike.
i—
a. already
. 1 *in love with reading,
7 , TTaylor
a
Though
found his
schoolwork hard to master until his sophomore year in
high school. At age fifteen, he discovered a concentrated
and job-like way of dealing with academics. The system
worked well until Taylor attended Wake Forest University and had to wait, once again, until his second year to
master the workload. During these experiences, Taylor
found that he was goal-oriented and strove for the best
marks because he enjoyed them. He confessed to still

operating under the thirst for successful endeavors.
After completing his four years at Wake Forest, Taylor did his graduate and PhD work at the University of
Florida. Completing his PhD in August 2000, Taylor was
employed by Longwood that same month. Eleven years
later, he retains what he has come to call his first real job.
Prior to the Longwood position, he worked construction
during academic breaks and been a teaching assistant at
the University of Florida.
Since 2000, Taylor's career has focused primarily on the
novels of 18th century British literature. A disorganized
period in which the outlines of a novel were as of yet
unknown, it spawned such authors as Samuel Richardson, "Robinson Crusoe" writer Daniel Dafoe, early female author Frances Burney, "Tom Jones" author Henry
Fielding, and "Tristram Shandy" author Laurence Stern.
Though many of these authors are still well-known and
playfully called "the people that lane Austin read by
Taylor, Laurence Stern is one of the most influential to
the continuing literary tradition.
A member of the Anglican Church and an inhabitant ot
Northern England, Stern wrote the seminal "anti-novel
titled "The Life and Opinions of Tristam Shandy, Gentleman." An experimental satire that pokes fun at the very
evolving structure of a novel, "Tristram Shandy tells
the story of its titular character by vast digressions that
prevent even his birth from occurring. Read by such
twentieth century literary luminaries as Joyce and Eco,
the novel feeds an immortal progression of twists to the
narrative idea.

Though his work serves to fascinate Taylor, he admitted that collegiate profession and fatherhood have
downsized many of his personal interests. Lamenting
the near-loss of playing golf and going on long-distance
runs, Taylor said his reading interests have gradually
widened from his subject matter. Commenting on the
need to read out of one's field, Taylor talked about picking up Scientific America, popular histories, biographies
and "a lot of non-literature in [his] spare time.
One of these books that fall out ofhis circle of archaic
novels is a memoir and scientific meditation on human
consciousness called "I am a Strange Loop by Douglas
Hofstadter. A piece of non-fiction, Taylor connects It
easily to the worlds ofhis novels that also discuss specific
states of mind. Particularly interesting to Taylor is I am
a Strange Loop's" premise that human consciousness is
constantly "self-referential...[and] a feedback loop that
does not know it is a feedback loop."
.
Among the classes he has taught, Taylor listed English
Composition, for which he expressed some love, British Literature from Restoration to Romanticism, Senior
Seminar: Literary Criticism, a course on novels before
Jane Austin, and 18th Century British Satire.
Professing inspiration from his students, Taylor said
they were the best part of the job. He especially appreciated the tendencies of Longwood students not taking
things for granted, working hard, enjoying learning, and
being proud of their achievements. He concluded by
saying that he thought Longwood students approach to
learning makes them rewarding to teach.

Cormier Honors College & HSA Honor Dr. Orth
JAMIE C L I F T

Features Editor
On Sun., Feb. 20, members of the Cormier Honors College (CHC) and many
members of the Longwood faculty came
together to honor a man to whom they
allexpressed an amazing amount of respect, affection and gratitude. After over
30 years of work at Longwood University,
Dr. Geoff Orth is about to retire, and the
active members of the Honors Student
Association (HSA) saw it as very important to throw him "The Party of the Millennium."
Students and faculty filled the room
starting at 4:30, and the "guest of honor"
arrived at promptly 4:45 to a roaring ap- .
plause. "It certainly was a surprise," Orth
said. "I was told that it was an etiquette
dinner and that I should show up to help
people identify all the various forks and
what you used each one for."
The party was held in the Nance Room
of Dorrill Dining Hall. A table was set
up at the entrance with slips of paper in
which students and other party-goers
could write down their favorite memories
and other thoughts for Dr. Orth. Neon
party hats with pictures of him were also
available.
A lovely buffet-style dinner of chicken,
rice, asparagus, ana stuffed mushrooms
was served. Classic rock tunes, supposedly Orth's favorites, played in the background.
The event featured a variety of speakers who know and love Orth. President
Finnegan opened the event, and Drs.
Reynolds and Lund gave humorous presentations about their colleague.
Orth
• has
_ .beenU*working atT Longwood
_J

course; I had just finished my Ph.D. at
UVa. When a full-time position in German opened at Longwood later in the
semester, I applied for it and started full
time the following August," he said.
Some of the most memorable speeches
came from students who have become
close to Orth. Carlisle Parker told a story
about Orth stealing her cheesecake, while
John Blalock and Darnell Royster spoke
of Orth's great leap from the diving board
at their freshman honors retreat. All students seemed to have kind things to say.
"Dr. Orth is just always there for us no
matter what kind of problems you've got
vou can roll up in his office and talk to
about it. He's got pretty good ad-

vice," said HSA member Photo By: Jessie Page
Blalock.
The party was actually HSAs idea, specifically from treasurer Darnell Royster,
who facilitated the planning for much of
the event, and approached several honors
students, asking them to make their contributions.
*
Stories from students were some of the
most touching moments of the event. "I
loved the funny anecdotes students told
about me," Orth said, "I kept asking myself: 'Did that really happen? Well, I guess
it did!***
The students who spoke all had very
close relationships with Orth. Blalock
expressed his feelings: "I really was glad

that Darnell and I were going to have an
opportunity to do that, because we really like Dr. Orth and he means a lot to
the program. I can't imagine the €HC
without Dr. Orth. Being able to say a few
words about him at the party really meant
a l ot."
,
t
The students had once heard Orth express his desire to participate in a cookieeating contest, so at his retirement dinner,
he got his wish. A large plate of cookies
was brought to the front of the room, and
Orth went head-to-head with some of the
biggest appetites at Longwood. The contest was won by Sean Crawford, a freshman who is roughly twice Orth's size. As
the prize, he got to keep the remaining
cookies.
The CHC freshman art majors presented
Orth with a gift, a piece of art that spelled
out "community" with
shotographs from
around Longwood. - GiT[Hall] and Darnell [Royster] told us they wanted to make
some sort of art project to commemorate
his time here, said Ashton Funkhouser.
"Community and leadership are his two
major things," she added. This is a value
that Orth has. JJ:»f
frequently iLi.
stressed to
his
Dnal.
students. In addition to this
gift, President Finnegan presented Orth with a
PresidentialCoin.
By the end of the dinner, watery eyes
could be seen all around the room. Orth
will surely be missed at Longwood. As
for his retirement plans, he will likely not
leave for the German "Castle
— ; — Von
— -Orth
that Dr. Reynolds jokingly mentioned,
HldlCdU)
/ l i t i ^/iaiio
iw "do
wv ua »w»
w» »volunInstead, vOrtn
plans to
lot of
teer work, consulting, reading, traveling,
keeping up with old friends and former
students, and meeting new people."

-Relationship AdviceColumn

When 2 Become 1
TAR A C A R R

Rotunda Reporter
W h U e I am not quite ready
for marriage ... I do like to occasionally get my ducks in a row
(or at least think about doing so)
in the meantime. For this week's
column I want to focus on money
and relationships. When it comes
to love and loot, are you financially ready to join another person?
When you're single, you can be as frivolous with money
as you want. Go out to eat all you want. Buy those fabulous pairs of shoes and the matching handbags. You can
loan money to friends and you can basically live monthto-month, paycheck-to-paycheck without concern for
saving for the future. But if you have any plans for cohabitating, getting married, or having a family in the future,
you may want to consider some financial planning.
Knowing where you stand in terms of fiscal fitness
will help with your relationship because you will be well
equipped to join forces with another person if you plan
for that future now. You may be dating someone now or
you may be single, but either way when the time comes
for you to buy a house, plan a wedding, have kids, and

send those kids to college, you want to be financially able make sure vou put a plan in action. But don't just stop
to do so One of my favorite sayings is, if you fail to plan, there, actually follow through!
you plan to fail.
.
, , , ^
It would be beneficial to have an emergency fund tor
a rainy day, a retirement fund, or at least a savings account. Years fly by and before you know it you look up
and you are at the stage in your life that you remember
only dreaming about. Even if vou don't think you want to
: be better to just save
get married or have kids, wouldn't it"
up for these things just in case they happen?
If, for instance, a couple began saving just $50 each per
(Kewon, 2007)
month six months into the relationship and dated tor five
and a half years before getting engaged, they would have
$6,000 saved for a wedding. Personally, I don t think wed1.) Evaluate Your Financial Health
dings should cost that much, but the average wedding
cost is estimated between $14,868 and $24,476 (excludîn the cost for engagement rings and a honeymoon)!
2.) Define Your Financial Goals
nd don't forget
get about kids! About half of Americans
choose to have children and about half do not, but if you
3.) Develop a Plan of Action
do decide to have children, that also impacts your finances. Raising a kid from birth to age 18 wfil cost an estimated $178,590! And that is not including the cost of college.
4.) Implement Your Plan
I While getting married and having kids may not sound
like financial decisions, they are actually all dollars and
cents (and love and emotion). So take some time to plan
5.) Review Your Progress, Reevaluate,
ahead! Depending on what stage of your life you are curand Revise Your Plan
rently in, your financial plan and goals will vary, but just

There are Five Main Steps
in the
Financial Planning Process
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Phi Beta Sigma Discusses the Obama 'Hype'
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
T h e topic of whether or not President Barack Obama
has done a good job in the first half of his term in office is
a well-debated one on news programs around the country However, the discussion on Obama's performance
was brought
a little
closer to home
when Phi Beta Sigma
•< t
I
i J _ tr.i
V»... rtnininn n r n o n m pn.
n

evening at 7:14 p..... *
. — , ----- — .
um, was co-facilitated by Ernest Elliott and Bryan Rose,
both members of the fraternity.
•
"We are going to hopefully provide you with a lot ot
knowledge, said Rose to the audience. The first question
he posed to ignite the discussion was if Obama is what
people had hoped for. One student said he is a black leader living up to the dream of Martin Luther King, Jr. The
consensus was that people had and still have high expectations for the country's first African-American president.
One student even called the expectations "unrealistic.
Change was another topic Rose helped bring to the
discussion. One student said, "If we aren't trying to helg
the movement of change, it's only so much he can do.

Obama ran on a platform that placed a great emphasis on
this concept.
, ,,
.. ,
Rose then dove into the discussion on health care. Much
of the talk revolved around the current health care legislation, which some states are hoping to overturn. The
students said universal health care would not work as well
in America because of the individualistic culture. Other
countries such as Great Britain and Canada are more
"collective," they said. Rose said Obama's original plan to
create a full-fledged universal system fell through.
To pave the way for a possible universal system in the
future, Obama funded a $19 billion program to computerize medical records in order to create a more unified
system. This is a move away from the hospital paper system toward a digital across the country medical database.
"I think people get excited when they hear universal
health care, but I think people don't think about where
the money comes from," said a student in the audience.
The student explained that many people are not excited
about the idea of how they will be paying for someone
else's medical care in America, adding that universal
healthcare creates long waiting periods for people with
diseases or who are in need of surgery.
Rose said Obama's biggest critic might possibly be that

„ | been able to stick to one 4policy or issue. "He's
he hasn't
everywhereT said Rose. He cited liow
how Obama
Obama has
has tried
to divulge into a number of issues before being able to
find a solution for them all. He did, however, cite some
things the president has done well, including the increase
in funding for urban areas, appropriating more funds to
help military families of fallen soldiers with funeral expenses, and tax breaks for small businesses. Rose did say
the majority of these issues are not highlighted in public,
and people simply do not know. The audience agreed with
him saying, these issues will not bring America together
since so few people are aware of the work that has been
C

^ e f i n a l discussion focused around racism since Obama
has been elected. Rose asked the audience ifObamas inauguration caused racism to quiet down. The majority
of the students said no and that if anything, racism has
gotten worse. One girl recalled a story of sitting down to
lunch after the 2008 election and a couple of white men
were commenting on how they couldnt believe Obama
had won while using racial slurs.
Rose said the event went well and the discussion was a
successful one, with'a great amount of knowledge shared.
He thanked those who attended the talk.

SGA Budget Packets Due Monday
•

NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
Student Government Association (SGA) budget packets for the 2011-2012 school year are due on Mon., Feb.
28 by 10 p.m. The budget packets are available at www.
longwooasga.weebly.com. Go to the Branches/Committees tab, and click on the Student Finance (SFC) option
from the drop-down menu. The budget packet is available on that webpage. SGA Assistant Treasurer Tucker
Dowdy warns that the form is somewhat tedious to hll
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He says it is important to make sure you have everything listed as line items. For example, if you are requesting $700 for a workshop fee, new soccer balls, and materials for a service project, split it up into these three lines:
Soccer Club
Workshop Fee: $400
Soccer Balls: $150
Materials for Service Project: $150

The SGA does not allocate for things such as T-shirts
and
uniforms, and they allocate a maximum of $10 for
The SGA office is located on the top level of the Lankpublicity.
Things such as conferences and trips are exford Student Union and the senators serve office hours
pected
and
are fine to include in the budget request.
for student convenience. Dowdy recommends that anySubmit
the
application by 10 p.m. on Mon., Feb. 28 to
one who is copfused or not sure how to fill in the budthe
SGA
office.
get packet should come and talk to a senator. Having the
judget laid out correctly will make the process smoother
for everyone.

0l

Alumni in the FBI
CONTIN

Three Penny
CONTINUED 3 PENNY...

The plotline focuses in on a string of beggars and their
infamous boss, as well as a corrupt cop. Longwood features a large cast for the production and the Longwood
Theatre Department is working in collaboration with
the Department of Music's Opera Workshop, as well as
Ms. Katy Wolfe-Zahn to ensure that the cast is well-developed in both the musical and dance side of the opera.
The Three Penny Opera will be opening on February 24th to the 27th and March 3rd to 6th , Thursday
through Saturday at 7 p.m. and on Sundays at 3 jxm.,
in the Center for Communication Studies and Theatre's Mainstage Theatre. Tickets are $5 for Longwood
students; $6 for senior citizens, students from other
schools/colleges, and Longwood faculty/staff; and $8 for
general admission. For more information, contact the
Box Office at 434.395.2474 or "mailto:boxoffice@longwood.edu" boxoffice@longwood.edu.
WOOU.eaU
DOJOIUtClg'lUlig nuuu.tuu.
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a job at the FBI as a clerk and work his way up the ladder,
eventually becoming an agent. He was sent to Los Angeles, about as far from his hometown as possible within
the continental United States, where he did work on cases
involving
gangs of every
type,4 Cincluding
MS-13 and every
J!««.«
-1* a sun,
011«
Vt«k *>Ut It.
other clique
under 4the
as he
put
it.
:
Today, both men are back in Virr;inia,
~" and were both exsp<
cited to be speaking
to college students at their own alma
of this event, however, was
M
mater. The Kfocus
— not on
. _the life
M
stories of these very interesting Longwood alumni. It was
on the opportunities that are available to students interested in this career path. Throughout the presentation, they
had useful advice for students interested in becoming FBI
agents; most of their advice wasn't at all majorly specific,
but would be good for any student to follow.
>
"It's a tough world and a tough market that you re going
into," said Tolliver. He urged students to become involved
on campus in order to boost their resumes and make
themselves stand out as job candidates. Students were also
warned to keep their records clean, and to watch what
they post online, because employers years later could possibly find it
After the presentation was over, a question-and-answer
session was held, allowing students to talk to the men on
a more personal level. This session wrapped up at about
8:30 p.m., but the men stayed for a long while afterward in

order to talk'to students One-on-one.
Tolliver expiessed his Longwood pride, explaining that
many men in his office wear shirts saying things like I
went to Princeton," but he finds this funny. It doesnt
matter where you get your degree," he said to a small

"Today, both men are back in Virginia, and
were both excited to be speaking to college students at their own alma mater. The focus of
this event, however, was not on the life stones
of these very interesting Longwood alumni.

group of students after the presentation, It s what you do
with it." He urged students not to limit themselves. We
wanted to prove toyou guys that you can go to Longwood
and still become a Supervisory Special Agent. Thats why
we came."
, ,
Tolliver was excited about giving back to the university
in this fashion. "You don't always have to give money, but
you can give time." The time given by these two men was
certainly appreciated by all of those in attendance.
— — — — — — — — — ^ ^

Roksa Discusses Her Work 'Academically Adrift'
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor
H e r e is a quick test. Consider for a
moment the typical, average college student, or even tne typical, average Lonewood student. What do vou imagine? Do
you
spends more
JUU jpicture
/ i w u i v someone wno
'*
time partying or socializing than studying? Someone who is more interested in
an easy "A" than academic scholarship?
Someone who is concerned more about
the latest episode of "Jersey Shore" than
the latest in current events? If so, it turns
out that your image is more accurate than
you may have expected. According to new
research done by Dr. Josipa Roksa, Assistant Professor of Sociology at the University of Virginia, college students spend, on
average, more than naif of their time (51
percent) on non-academic activity and
only 25 percent of their time engaged in
academic activities.
Roksa is the co-author of Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College
Campuses," and on Thurs,, Feb. 17, she
discussed the findings of her recently published study in Blackwell Hall. Together
with co-autnor Dr. Richard Arum, a professor of sociology at New York University, they followed 2,300 students from 24

universities for four years to measure how
much improvement the students made in
critical thinking, complex reasoning, and
writing skills. Roksa revealed the data
they collected showed that a whopping
45 percent of students demonstrated "no
statistically significant gains" in all three
fields after two years of school. Roksa acknowledged that the lackluster results may
be due to the process of normalization
during the first two years of college; but
even after four years, the data showed that
a solid third, 36 percent, of students still
demonstrated no significant gains.
Roksa said she believes the low levels of
learning among college students can be
attributed in large part to the lack of academic rigor on campuses. Thirty-five percent of students reported studying five or
less hours a week, and half reported that
they did not have a single course that required 20 pages of writing or more during
a semester. Roksa's theory is corroborated
by data which shows that students spend
less time studying than ever before; and
while endless writing is no silver bullet for
improving writing skills, Roksa pointed
out that writing skills cannot improve if
students are not writing at all.
The solution to improving learning,
according to Roksa, is not just about in-

I
creasing workload. "You can't just have
a class that requires a whole lot," Roksa
said. "What you have to change is the institutional culture ... That puts learning
and academics at the center of that culture. That has to happen at all the levels
... From the administration that has to
set the standards and expectations to the
professors who need to set expectation for
their courses, for their programs, for their
schools, to the students wno need to expect more of themselves and of their instructors." Roksa said, "It's about creating
intellectually stimulating and challenging
environments. That's what we have to do.
Yet it's not all bad news, especially for
Longwood. Dr. Larissa Fergeson, assistant
professor of history, explained. "Longwood has an advantage because full-time
professors teach most of the classes, and
the classes are relatively small. Thats a
great environment for teaching ... Critical thinking, analytical, writing and communication skills. Of course, there is also
room for improvement.
Fergeson said, "I think here at Longwood
we can do more to foster a more intellectually stimulating environment; faculty
are willing to provide it, but students have
to demand it and participate in that environment."

TïlHM

Academically

adrift
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Richard Arum and Josipa Roksa

Photo Courtesy: dartWog.com
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When Money Trumps What's Right
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
I remember being in eighth grade and
everyone buzzing about T h e Elizabeth
Smart Story." I was in middle school, and
looking back, the story of a girl only a few
years older than me and who was kidnapped should not have been such a hot
topic in the locker area, but it was. That
movie came out quickly, but under the
advisement of Elizabeth's parents.
Smart was kidnapped on July 5, 2002,
and she was rescued on March 12, 2003.
Her parents tried to ward off media attention, but they soon realized if they did not
address the issue, unauthorized accounts
of what happened would start to surface.
They oversaw the CBS production that
aired on November 9 of that year. Six
months seems insanely fast for me, but I
suppose since the family was directly involved and mandated the movie, it is a bit
more acceptable.
,
"United 93" played out the series of
events that occurred on Sept. 11, 2001
when hijackers overtook a plane that was
suspected to be heading toward the White
House. The plane crashed near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. The movie was released in 2006, and although it was five
years after the attack, I would assume the
pain from the loss was still strong for everyone who lost someone in the attacks.
Philip Markoff is said to have met Julissa
Brisman through the "erotic ads* segment
of Craigslist. He was charged with the
death of Brisman on April 14, 2009. Mar-

PROPS&
DROPS
Props to:
+ 3fd Annual Todd MiDer Rugby Tournament
+ Being nominated for awards
+ Going to conferences
+ Cinnamon twists at Einstein's
4- Spring break quickly approaching
+ New flings
Drops to:
- Bipolar weather
- Sidewalk hoggers
. Full trash cans
- Scatter-brained professors
* Soggy fries
- Stress

koff killed himself in his jail cell on Aug.
15, 2010. Lifetime Television Network
uickly made a movie, and released "The
raigslist
Killer" Jan. 3,2011.
V
Lifetime seems to chase these news
sensational stories, sometimes at idiotic
times. My Current rant inspiring Lifetime
productions? "Amanda Knox: Murder on
Trial in Italy."
Let me preface this by saying that I love
Lifetime movies. Call it my guilty pleasure
if you win.
will. Il love tne
the bad
Daa acting, overdramatized movie lines, and the somewhat typical-teenager-doing-a-bad-thing
plot. So when I was watching TV and I
saw a preview for a new Lifetime movie,
I got really excited. Corey mentioned that
Amanda knox was a real person, and I
Google searched her name and immediately oecame fascinated by the story line.
The movie has caused uproar, understandably. For starters, the original movie
showed a graphic murder scene. According to contactmusic.com, the original
film lineup included a scene in which
Meredith Kercher (the murder victim) is
dressed in simply her bra and jeans, held
down and brutally stabbed by Amanda
Knox, Knox's Italian boyfriend Raffaele
Sollecito, and one other man. The original
trailer also featured clips from this scene,
but outrage by both Kercher and Knox's
families prompted Lifetime to pull the
scene ana release an updated trailer.
Lifetime describes a scene in which Knox
and company are under the influence of
alcohol and arugs when they return to the
flat that Knox and Kercher shared with
two other women. Tension between Knox

S

and Kercher built up in earlier scenes of
the movie, and on the night of the murder
they made it seem like the combination of
impairing substances, romance, and an;er caused her to attack Kercher and kill
Cer with a knife.
The movie is also filled with false information and scenes that never happened,
creating an idea about Knox that might
not be necessarily true. A prime example
is when, during tn<
the court trial, one prosecutor declaredlCnox
declared Knox as a "narcissistic, aggressive, manipulative woman who harbored hatred for Meredith ..." This paints
quite the picture, doesn't it? In fact, at the
end of the movie Knox is found guilty and
thrown in jail, making it seem like a clean
close to the case.
Seems like not a huge deal, right? Kercher was murdered on Nov. 1, 2007, and
Knox was convicted on charges of murder
and sexual assault on Dec. 4, 2009. Knox
was sentenced to 26 years in jail. Seems
like closure for Meredith's family.
It's not that simple. Knox, along with
Sollecito, who was convicted on the same
charges and sentenced to 25 years, appealed the court's decision in April 2010.
The appeals case began Dec. 11,2010, and
the next court date is set for March 12 of
this year, according to a banner that ran at
the end of the Lifetime movie. She awaits
her trial in an Italian prison.
A February 9 post on seattlepi.com
stated there was new DNA evidence that
could possibly overturn Knox's conviction. There is a chance that Knox's conviction could be reversed, and she could
be found not guilty of Kercher's murder

or the sexual assault.
The trial is currently underway, and Lifetime is releasing a movie showing Knox
as a horrible, guilty murderer. Knox's media spokesman David Marriott said, "The
movie is ill-timed since Amanda's appeal
is under way." And I have to agree. Ihave
no opinion of whether or not Knox is
guilty and I have not investigated the story enough to make an educated decision
My point is, I do not think it is appropriate to release a movie showcasing Knox as
a murderer, when she is in the middle or
her appeal process. Lifetime has said they
are not going to have a British release of
the movie, but that's going to do anything.
When I go to Lifetime's website, it gives
me a link to watch the entire movie online. If it's that easy to access, how can
they really think that no one overseas is
going to see the movie?
I suppose confusion comes because
Amanda is an American citizen who was
a student at an American University, but
she was found guilty of murdering a British woman in Italy, while studying abroad
at an Italian school. She has gone through
the Italian court system, and is in an Italian prison, so what goes on in America is
not the same as Italy.
I still don't think Lifetime should have
been able to release the movie in the midst
of her trial. I've always felt like these movies come out before the time is ready. It
saddens me to see how the desires to
make a dollar outweigh what's ethically
right.

Community Submissions
Food is Your Friend, Not Foe
; out of weekly meals allotted in your meal plan. Wal-Mart is your
ou pass by the fruit and vegetable section, you think of your New
Year's Resolution to eat healthier and lose ten pounds by spring break. Instead of weight loss, maybe your goal was to take advantage of
that oven you have in your apartment that is slowly collecting aust.
,
,
. .
. .
.
Sadly, you know your twenty-dollar budget can t afford you the luxury of fresh produce and you end up leaving the store with two
boxes of cereal and Ramen. But what if it didn't have to be that way? I know I enjoy my cereal as much as the next person, but I m going
to be graduating college soon. I need to start caring about what I put into my body and learn how to cook a meal for myselt, without
depending on microwavable friendly food options.
„ „
"Are you eating healthy" is a question I usually get from my doctor, and I'm not really sure how to respond to it. Well, all I can say is
thank goodness Tor the Internet. According to Livestrong.com, a "healthy diet consists of 3 oz. of whole grains, such as oatmeal, frown
rice, and 100 percent whole wheat bread daily. Eating a minimum of 4.5 cups of fresh fruits and vegetables daily is also essential. Sticking to proteins low in saturated fat ..."and the list goes on.
,
,
,
, .
^.
.£ ,, T ,
,.
Okay, let's pump the brakes and back up for a second. How am.I supposed to. get my hands on fresh, protemrfilleafish? I decided to
try my search engine again and it supplied me with a great answer Vitamim.^oovtsry HeaWh rtoortwGntelfSiW Brtypnt,»»d, Multivitamins are a good way to help supplement a diet for those who don't always have time to shop for fresh vegetables, fruit and whole
grains." From this previous sentence, we can agree that college students are the perfect demographic. So if you struggle to find tune to
chow down on an apple or a broccoli stalk, take a vitamin instead.
However, for all of you o
With
the help
of my
friend,Expensive? Forget- rabout it. Purchase
J — all of the ingredients
. . . that are store ,brand
- . and, you can stay
consuming
meal
to make.
e

Add The Rotunda on Facebook or
follow us on Twitter at Longwood
Rotunda for updates and
breaking news!

Jt usually serves about five people, so you get your money's worth of leftovers for a few days. Also, you can essentially add or subtract
anything from a lasagna recipe. So if buying onions is not in your budget, the lasagna can take the sacrifice. If you want to remain conscious of eating healthy,
mcai with
»»»m vegetables
» « « « u . » «or. using low fat products.
.
.
. . ...
,
altny, try substituting the meat
I know a lot of information was included in this article, but here are the big ideas. Fust, if you cant afford to eat healthy, make sure
you're doing something to be proactive about your health. It's your body, so be careful how you treat it. Second, have tun with cooking.
Not everything will turn out perfect. Craft the recipes based on your personal preferences. Recipes are just guidelines; not stringent instructions. Thirdly, for more information on an easy, delicious lasagna recipe, visit http://allrecipes.eom//Recipe/easy-lasagna-i/DetaU.
aspx. Good luck! - Lynne DeCora
•
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The Longwood men's and women's rugby teams have been preparing to open
their seasons in earnest at the Todd Miner Invitational RugbyTournament. This
is the third edition of the event which honors Todd Miller, who died in March
2008 after sustaining injuries during a game versus Virginia Military Institute
(VMI). Longwood's Tri-Sigma sorority will once again lead the event with organization and concessions. All money raised during the tournament goes to
a scholarship established in Todd's name. To date, the rugby teams have raised
over $20,00(5 for the scholarship.

Teams Play Early Season Games
since the start of the semester and both
t weekend. The mens team played Old Dom i n i o n university a n u IUSI ^ - i v u u u n g a rain storm in Norfolk. With the poor
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cohesiveness that
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championships in the fall. The team is led by senior captains Jimmy Bittner and
Preston Leep. Later this spring, the team will compete for both territorial and
national championships.

On the women's side, the team is led by captains Brittany Lewis and Emily Laura.
The women played at James Madison University this past Saturday and lost 32-7.
The team is looking to have a good spring with participation in two tournaments.
The tournament schedule is posted on the rugby website, longwoodnigby.org.
You do not need to attend the event to make a contribution. Send any donations
to the Longwood Foundation/ FBO Todd Miller Scholarship fund.
- Assistant Professor of Computer Science Dr. John Graham
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rotundastories@>gmail. com upon reception. Submissions from anonymous sources may be printed with approval of the
editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individuals or
rotundanewspaper(e>gmail. com
organizations or use excessive inappropriate language will not be printed. Determinations
are made solely by The Rotunda editorial staff and faculty advisees).
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83rd Academy Awards Preview
KEVIN GREEN

Rotunda Staff Writer
^Af ith the 2010 year in movies long
gone and 2011 in full swing, it is that
time of year again. On Sun., Feb. 27,
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences will celebrate the 2010
year in movies. This will be the 83rd
Academy Awards, an awards show that
dates back to 1927. Hosting the Oscars
this year will be James Franco and Anne
Hathaway. Hathaway was recently cast
in Christopher Nolan's next Batman
picture "The Dark Knight Rises." Franco
is also nominated for Best Actor for his
stunning performance as Aron Ralston
in "127Hours."
The music entertainment of the
night will include Randy Newman
ana Gwyneth Paltrow. Newman will
be performing the song "We Belong
Together" from "Toy Story 3." He was
previously nominated for his work in
the two proceeding "Toy Story" films.
Paltrow will perform the song Coming
Home" from "Country Strong." A.R.
Rahman and Florence Welch will
perform "If I Rise" from "127 Hours,"
and Zachary Levi and Mandy Moore
will perform "I See the Light" from the
animated effort "Tangled.
The films getting the most buzz
heading into Sunday's awards show are
"The King's Speech and "The Social
Network The King's Speech," a drama
about King George VI at the time
of World War II, led the way with a
whoppine 12 nominations. Colin Firth
seems t o r e a shoe-in for Best Actor. He
has already claimed numerous accolades
and awards for his turn as the King. "The
King's Speech" is also nominated for
Best Director (Tom Hooper), Original
Screenplay, and of course, Best Picture.
Director David Fincher of "The

Social Network" Ptw,° Court«»: celebrtybolnew6.com
has been here
before. He was nominated in 2008
for directing "The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button." His newest film "The
Social Network* is up for eight Oscars,
including Best Picture and Best Adapted
Screenplay. Jesse Eisenberg received his
first nomination for his role as Mark
Zuckerberg, co-founder and owner of
Facebook
Christopher Nolan's epic mindbending sci-fi thriller "Inception" also
received eight nominations. Most
of the nominations are in categories
such as Visual Effects, Sound Editing,
and Cinematography. Nolan is up for
Best Original Screenplay, as well as
Best Picture. It is his first Best Picture
nomination. Acclaimed composer Hans
' Zimmer is also nominated for his score
in the film. Zimmer is no stranger to the

limelight of the Oscars. He has been
nominated a total of seven times, and
won in 1995 for his work in "The Lion
King."
Strong buzz is also being generated for
Christian Bale's performance in "The
Fighter." He plays Dicky Ecklund, the
dnig-addicted brother of "Irish" Mickey
Ward. Bale reportedly had to shed onethird of his entire body weight for the
role. He is no stranger to that territory,
as he had to slim down even more for a
role in 2004's "The Machinist." Geoffery
Rush is also a strong candidate to win
Best Supporting Actor for his role in
"The King's Speech."
Jeremy Renner is also a strong
candidate to possibly win for Best
Supporting Actor for his role in Ben
Affleck's "The Town." Most of the buzz
has centered around Rush and Bale. The
two actors have won several combined
awards up to this point and it appears
that the award could go to either man.
There should be no mysteries or
surprises in the Best Actress category.
Natalie Portman has received tons of
acclaim for her turn in "Black Swan."
She has yet to lose an award that she
has been nominated for. Portman took
home the Golden Globe for Best Actress
and seems destined to take home Oscar
gold as well.
The rest of the Best Picture nominees
include some main-stays and some
new-comers. The Coen brothers
previously won in this category for "No
Country for. Old Men," and they are
again nominated for "True Grit." Danny
Boyle's film "127 Hours" is nominated
here as well. Boyle's 2008 film "Slumdog
Millionaire" took home Best Picture.
The other nominees include David O.
Russell's "The Fighter," and acclaimed
but lesser-known films "The Kids Are
Alright" and "Winter's Bone."

<1 Am Number Four' Full of Action
L A U R A B E T H STRICKER

Copy Editor
I went to see "I Am Number Four"
with my boyfriend this past weekend,
not sure what to expect. I was mainly
interested because it had Dianna Agron
of KSlee" famd'iH'itf btft^'iflsb'seWtted'
like an interesting storyline.
John Smith (Alex Pettfyer) is from the
planet Lorien, sent to Earth with eight
other aliens to escape the Mogadorians
(known as "Mogs") that were invading
their home puuiet. Each one was
assigned a number.
Johns Guardian is Henri (Timothy
Olyphant), who tries to protect Johns
life. This means that they move around a
lot, and John is requested to be invisible
and keep a low profile.
The nine kids have to be killed in
sequence. After witnessing Number
Three's murder in Florida and
discovering a video on the Internet,
they panic. John is Number Four,
meaning he's on the chopping block
They migrate to Sleepy Paradise, Ohio.
They shack up in a foreclosed house,
with John initially not going to school.
After a few weeks, however, he promises
Henri to be invisible, convincing him to

be enrolled in the local high school.
At Paradise Regional High School,
John befriends Sam (Callan McAuliffe)
and begins to fall for the beautiful
photographer Sarah (Dianna Agron),
while running into tiffs with bully and
Sarah's boyfriend Mark James (Jake
andhis gfrbup athletes."* *
Jonn tries to hide his powers, which
he first discovers while throwing a
football back to one of Mark's friends.
Then beams of light start emerging
from his hands during history class.
When he and Sarah are captured during
a Halloween hayride, he uses his super
strength, speed, agility, telekinesis, and
heat resistance to fight off Mark and his
buddies, who suspected John and Sarah
were dating.
Mark's father is the local sheriff,
who investigates the attack Henri
is concerned about John's displays
of power and abilities, telling John
they must leave immediately due to
suspicion. John confesses hes in love
with Sarah. When a Lorian falls in love,
it only happens once, and the two are
connected forever.
As Henri and John prepare for the
impending arrival of the Mogs, John
tries to protect Sam and Sarah. Sam is

convinced his father was abducted by
aliens, and with a little investigating,
John tells him he was right.
Also, much to Sarah's confusion,
Number Six, Nicole (Teresa Palmer)
arrives in Paradise to team up with John,
as well as a shape-shifting Chimera
lizard sent by Johns parents. Together,
they prepare to fight tne Mogs ana their
very strange, scary, flying squirrel-mad
dog creature that feeds on Butterball
turkeys and lives in a shipping container
on a tractor-trailer. Johns powers and
Nicole's expert fighting skills prove
useful and protective. The action scenes
were wild and sometimes intense, but
eye candy as well.
The ending, which I won't reveal, gives
me hope that there might be a sequel in
the works. I'm hoping that it'll be I Am
Number Five," since John and Nicole
are Numbers Four and Six. Based on
the first novel by Pittacus Lore, there
are five more books expected in the next
few years. I'm going to read the first
novel, await the others' publication, and
prepare for at least one more movie, if
not more.
Based on action, storyline, and overall
acting, I'd give this movie a 7 out of 10.

'Gnomeo and Juliet* Fun for All Ages
JESSICA STANLEY

Words from
the Past
K A T I E REILLY

A&E Editor
It's crazy how much our
culture is defined by words. But
not just any plain words- famous words. Take, for example,
William Shakespeare, Charles
Dickens, Jane Austen, Charlotte
Bronte, and Mark Twain. Each
a superior writer in their own
right, but also timeless in an
amazing way. William ShakeAAE
speare has been dead for 395
years, yet I just finished reading COLUMN
a play by him not even a month
ago. He may not be contemporary, but hes relevant.
t
What's even crazier is how many people haven t
read the classics. Some would say that it shouldn't
surprise me because of what our generation has
become (Facebook addicts and online surfers), but
I continue to be surprised. The other day, being the
nerd that I am, I quoted Shakespeare and everyone looked at me like I was crazy. I suppose, as
an average college student, I shouldn't be spouting
Shakespeare, but the fact that I did and it was not
recognized concerns me. He was and still remains
one of the greatest playwrights of all time and no
one seems to even remember what's he's famous
for or even who he is. The horror.
Perhaps I owe my high school English teachers some credit. I was forced to read all of Shakespeare's, works over the course of my^four years
at high school. I was pushed through "Jane Eyre"
by Charlotte Bronte, picked up "Pride and Prejudice" by Jane Austen at the urging of my 11th
grade teacher, had the pleasure of listening to my
10th grade teacher read "A Tale of Two Cities" by
Charles Dickens to the class (and thoroughly enjoyed the novel as well), and sped through "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer" by Mark Twain my
sophomore year. So in my own small way, I've
been blessed by great teachers who wanted to educate me out of ignorance. But what about the rest
of people my age who weren't blessed (or cursed?)
by the English teachers who forced me not just to
read, but to read classics that define, in their own
way, the English world?
*
This isj of course, also a large opinion. I'm not
going to sit here and pretend like i have this vast
pool of knowledge because I picked up a book and
read it, but I do tnink there is something to be said
about knowing when people are making a reference. For example, in tne movie "Easy A, they talk
about someone sticking their head in the oven to
commit suicide. It was a joke and I laughed. Loudly. They were talking about the famous poet Sylvia
Plath who killed herself by sticking her head in the
oven and killing herself by inhaling the fumes. The
only reason I understood the joke was because I
knew who Sylvia Plath was and how she committed suicide. In its own small way, knowing facts
and reading the words that continue to slip into
our daily lives can pay off. I got a good laugh for
knowing something that perhaps others didn't.
The craziest part? Our world is still very much
referenced to these old classics. I can't believe how
many storylines in movies and shows and books
today follow the same plotline of "Romeo and Ju-

" Perhaps I owe my high school
English teachers some credit. I was
forced to read all of Shakespeare's
works over the course of my four
years at high school."

Rotunda Staff Writer
S e t in a quiet suburb in England, "Gnomeo and Juliet"
recounts the escapades of the Red Gnomes and the Blue
Gnomes, who hate each other for no real reason other than
"that's the way things have always been." The feuding gnomes,
who play pranks on one another, ranging from graffiti to
lawnmower races, are thrown through a loop when Gnomeo,
i he son of the Blue Gnome's leader, falls head over heels for
uliet, the daughter of the Red Gnome's leader. With the
ielp of some colorful characters and a rogue lawn mower,
Gnomeo and Juliet teach their families that the feud between
their two houses is pointless and everyone lives happily ever
after. It's exactly wnat one would expect from the title. In
fact, the story even opens with a small gnome in an oversized
hat warning that "the story you are about to see has been told
before. A lot."
That little gnome was right. The story is nothing new. Its
been told over and over again in different ways depending
on the time and the audience the filmmakers want to appeal
to. This time, it was told by gnomes. Some people may be
wondering why, of all things, would anyone use gnomes, but
with society's recent interest in yard gnomes, including the
Travelocity commercials and books like "How to Survive a
Garden Gnome Attack," it was only a matter of time before
they got their own film.
Even with the addition of miniature clay characters, this
version might not be considered anything special, if not for the
diverse cast of voice actors, a great soundtrack, and a Spanish
flamingo named Featherstone who provided some great
comic relief. In fact, I would almost say that Featherstone
made the movie. With his clumsy antics and surprisingly wise
worldview, he's probably the best character.
Hulk Hogan, Dolly Parton, Ozzy Osbourne, and Jim
Cummings are just a few of the voice actors on the starstudded credit reel. Part of the real fun of the movie was the
realization of whose voices were behind the characters. The

other joy in the film came from t h e ^ ^ ^ * ^ 1 ^ " " "
soundtrack and score. Since Elton John worked on the film
(there's even a gnome who looks like him), I knew the music
would be fantastic. Finding out that the soundtrack consisted
of his biggest hits, plus a couple of new songs (and a duet with
Lady Gaga) was one of the biggest draws for me to come and
see the film. Hits like "Crocodile Rock" and "Saturday Night's
Alright for Fighting" kept the older members of the audience
smiling and introduced some of the younger moviegoers to
some great classic tunes.
In thinking about the story, though it has been told before (a
lot), I realized that it must still have some relevance, otherwise
film studios and publishing companies wouldn't attempt to
retell it so many times. I think something in the story, be
it the need to accept one another's differences, or the quest
for true love, appeals to even the most cynical person. Even
though the story has been told again and again, the important
lesson is still there, along with the happy endine that most of
us crave. There is animation and fun for kids, jokes which will
make older audiences giggle, fantastic music, and most of all,
a heartwarming story.

liet." In fact, a remake has just hit theatres, featuring
gnomes instead of humans in the movie "Gnomeo
and Juliet." Silly, maybe, but still most definitely
based off William Shakespeare's play. Some other
movies include "10 Things I Hate About You" featuring Heath Ledger amfjulia Stiles, and "She's the
Man with Amanda Bynes and Channing Tatum.
And that's just in regards to William Shakespeare.
The other day I watched a movie called "The Jane
Austen Book Club" and I realized my own lapse
in knowledge. I had only read one book by Jane
Austen, "Pnde and Prejudice." Because of that
lapse I don't believe I got as much out of the movie
as I would if I had read all of her works. I recognizedthe movie was supposed to display how their
lives resembled the books, but I admit defeat- I
couldn't find that many references.
I think it's hard to see the bigger picture when
it comes to reading old classics recause they can,
more often than not, seem completely irrelevant
to current situations in life, and maybe I'm old
fashioned in thinking that they can be. I think every love story goes back to "Romeo and Juliet" in
some way and not having read the greatest tragedy
in history is just that, a tragedy. I think everyone
should know where the common saying "Plain
Jane" comes from. I think everyone should be able
to say "God bless us, everyone, around Christmas
time and know they are quoting Charles Dickens.
Maybe I'm asking too much, but William Shakespeare's plays have survived 395 years without
dying out. I would hate to be the generation that
forgets him.
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A Shaky Flight for 'The Eagle'

SEMEIN W A S H I N G T O N

Photo CourtMy: aoetho«Mzc(xri

Asst. Features Editor
Apparent to any denizen of historical drama, Roman
Antiquity is America's favorite ancient setting. In fact, it
forms a sizeable stepping stone in the career of any action
star. Channing Tatum is no different. An action star from
his cropped brunette hair to the soles of his sandals, Tatum
takes on the role of a Roman officer and the universal ar-

chetype of a father redeemingson.
Aiaed by co-stars Jamie Bell, Donald Sutherland and Mark
Strong, latum launches into the role of Marcus Flavius Aquila. Aquila is a young centurion injured in the defense of
his garrison and marred by the mysterious circumstances
of nis father's loss of the ninth legion and the disappearance of the legion's gold Eagle standard. Aided by a Briton
slave Esca (Bell) whose life ne rescues from an amphitheater fight to the death, Aquila leaves temporary rest at his
Uncles (Sutherland) villa to retrieve the lost standard. As
he and nis slave, revealed to be the son of a vanquished
Celt chieftain, venture past Hadrian's Wall and north into
barbarous Pict Caledonia, they discover both the lost Gold
Eagle and the relativity of their respective situations. In an
action packed climax, a lost centurion who has turned native (Strong) bands together the Ninth's survivors and defends Aquila from a horde of vicious Pict warriors known
as the Seal People.
At first glance, "The Eagle' is a straight forward action
adventure, out delves unexpectedly into admiration of the
Scottish, and Hungarian, landscape and the equal majesty
of its former people. Thus, "The Eagle's" problem is perhaps consistency. Though it does notlose sight of its main
characters, its goal of obtaining the lost standard or exactly
who our side is, it does not always give them the weight
they deserve. Our impassioned support of particularly
un-Roman Celtic peoples feels as though it should be balanced with a strong anti-Celt prejudice that just does not
arrive. In fact, the lack of vigorously felt emotions seems to
make many situations feel uneven and the entire Roman
cause hollow. The point of the film seems at times to be that
Rome barely exists in Roman territory and utterly vanishes
in Caledonia. "The Eagle" is not really what's important or
even the Ninth legion; it's these individual men and how
they approach the world. In general, "The Eagle" would

have done better to not to hide behind the larger symbols.
Another pressing issue with "The Eagle" is logic. Though
it makes for a stirring scene when Aquila goes out with
his men to save the patrol, one cannot force reality from
their mind The Celtic chieftain who captures the half a
dozen man patrol would likely not have made his dogmatic speech and killed the patrol leader. He would have
killed them all, very quickly, and Aquila's charge would be
to claim die bodies.
In a later scene, Esca carves up a field rat and serves it
to the wounded Aquila. Aquila initially refuses before accepting due to his weak state. One of the favorite foods of
wealthy Roman tables was door mouse and so I find it exceedingly odd that Aquila would have been revolted. Even
if the main complaint was that the rat was raw. Finally, the
somewhat modern cordiality with which Roman officers
addressed each other seemed out of place.
Tatum does what he is supposed to do. He hollers valiantly, quibbles over honor, and easily kills a young boy.
This is the job description of a Hollywood first century Roman officer. Esca also does what he is supposed to do by
being die noble prince turned noble slave. However, the
real scene-stealers are the awe inspiring and determinately
Neolithic looking Seal people. Painted in gray and looking barely human, the Seal People exude everything of the
powerful barbarian. Perhaps the film's most brilliant turn
is when the prince of the Seal People is drowned by Aquila.
The water of the river washes off nis face paint and the vicious savajge becomes human like everyone else.
All in all; "The Eagle" suffers from simple imbalance and
narrative weakness. However, it redeems itself by the incredible landscape of North European glens and a breaktaking recreation of this lost world. It is not the film for any
hard-core fan of Roman history, but it is the movie for a
light night out or a date.

'Now That's What I 'Just Go With It* Funny,
Call Music!' Vol. 37 With Good Chemistry
CHERYL HINTERLEITNER

Rotunda Reporter
O n c e upon a time, a music company
called EMI Music North America partnered with Sony Music Entertainment to
undertake a mammoth musical project
called "Now That's What I Call Music!" It
was an effort to bring together a collection of some of the best popular music at
the time of release.
The project began in 1997 and, when
"Now That's What I Call Music 1" hit
shelves, I remember searching everywhere for the disc, to no avail. They
quickly became the thing that everyone
had to have.
Here we are, 37 volumes later and they
are even more ridiculous and full of
vastly over-played songs. However, this
volume returns to the former glory of
this project by, in addition to the overplayed songs, highlighting some of the
songs that do not get radio play, and thus
most people don't Know about.
In the age of digital everything, it is
usually cheaper to buy a bands library on
illines or some other digital music store
than to go out to the store, pray that the
first store you visit has the CD that you
are looking for, and actually purchasing
the physical copy of the CD. By the time
you get to listen to the CD, you also are
combating a headache. So, now do music moguls get consumers to actually go
and purchase a physical copy of the CD
rather than a digital copy, wnich would
be available almost instantaneously?
They might include exclusive content or
bonus tracks.
In the case of the "Now That's What
I Call Music!" CDs, the exclusive con-

tent comes in the form of four bonus
tracks from up-and-coming artists. If
ou watch television, you have probably
eard the last song on the disc before.
"This or that" by Black Sheep is featured
in a commercial for the Kia Soul car.
The CD, to me, is just a compilation
of the songs whose record companies
were able to pay their way onto this CD.
I actually enjoy most [Note: about half]
of the songs on this disc, an irregularity
of late yiith the CDs in the "Now Thats
What 1 Call Music" project, as most of
the CDs contain mosdy rap or songs
which I simply do not care for.
Some of the songs included on the CD
deserve to be recognized because they
are some of the best songs out on the radio waves.
But have EMI Music North America
and Sony Music Entertainment have
forgotten what "Now That's What I Call
Music" was all about with volumes one
through 32? Twenty songs that epitomize the popular music of the day. Not
sixteen songs of today and four songs
that could be hits tomorrow! I beg you
guys, please refocus and go back to the
original format! It was much better!
Some of these songs just make me
ask "Why are these here? For example,
Willow Smith's "Whip My Hair" falls in
this category. I personally have not met
anyone who legitimately likes this song.
When I heard mis song for the first time,
I thought it was a joke. And a song about
an abusive relationship is not really how
I want people to remember this generation when they look back at the music
we listened to.
Overall, I give this CD a five out of a
possible ten.

i

with Danny and Palmer and it is revealed
that Katherine has kids. And now the lie
is continued with the addition of Danny's
AAr hen starting a new relationship, prétend children! He pays the kids and treats
everyone wants to put their best self out them to pizza to bring them on board.
Somehow the hilarious web of lies lands the
there. It's not exacdy lying" per se, but you're
just revealing the best version of yourself to dysfunctional family in Hawaii on a family
De sure to make a good impression. Everyone trip with Danny's cousin as Katherine s
does it and its okay because we all know about pretend new beau. This ultimately was a very
it. But that's not what's going on in the newly mnny comedy (as comedies should be). I like
released film "Just Go With It." This movie is
about outright lying!
The film was loosely based on the 1969 film
"But don't be fooled. The
"Cactus Flower" for which Goldie Hawn won
an Oscar.
adult actors don't take all the
Adam Sandler's character Danny wears
funny lines."
his wedding band and invents a fake wife to
pick up younger women, which sounds sick
and unusual, out actually has a reasonable
beginning. He was engaged to be married, Adam Sandler, but sometimes his humor
but finds out on his wedding day that his goes too far, but this is not the case in "lust
soon-to-be-wife was cheating on him and Go With It." He and Aniston have excellent
was only marrying him because he was a chemistry and you can look for a suiprise
doctor. This big blow to his heart and ego visit from Nicole Kidman as well. And this is
led him to the Bar where some woman took more than just a cameo. Kidman has a pretty
>ity on him as he spouted out lies about his good role and plays it well.
But don't be fooled. The adult actors don't
lorrible cheating wife. Danny continues this
take
all the funny lines. The child stars shine in
ie to pick up women for years, but onejiay
stumbles upon a girl who he feels may be "the this movie and surprise you with their funny
one." When she finds the ring, he invents a and witty lines. I must say, however, that there
fake soon-to-be ex-wife to explain away the moments that did disappoint me in this romcom. The cousin is an appropriate balance in
ring.
This is where Jennifer Aniston's character the tangled web of lies,T>ut has an annoying
Katherine comes in to play. Katherine is just fake accent and sometimes takes things too
Danny's assistant at his office, but he asks far in the joke department. And the kids are
her to pretend to be his ex-wife so the new too vulgar in my opinion, but perhaps that's
irlfriend, played by Brooklyn Decker, will normal for kids these days.
Overall, I would definitely give this movie
e okay with dating a married man. Decker
plays Palmer, who will only continue seeing two thumbs up and say its worth heading
Danny if she has proof that his marriage is over to Sunchase Cinema 8 if you're in need
of a good laugh. Personal favorite line: "Look
over.
The lie is compounded when Katherine at you two. It s like Barbie and Grandpa Ken."
accidentally answers her cell while out
TAR A CARR

Rotunda Reporter
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Three's a Crowd on 'The Bachelor'
B R O O K E JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter
B r a d and the six remaining ladies headed to Anguilla
in the Caribbean. This week was different than the past few
weeks. There were three one-on-one dates and a group date
with three of the women. Plus, no roses on the one-on-one
dates, and no worries about earning one.
Emily got the first one-on-one date of the week. They

"Shawntel tells Brad that she's falling in love
with him, and that this was the perfect date.
Brad found himself opening up about things
he doesn't talk about with anyone else, not
even his own family."
flew in a helicopter to their own small private island in the
middle of the Caribbean. It seemed awkward at first, but
then Brad admitted he got nervous around her, and she
admitted she felt the same way around him. Emily pointed
out that the sun and moon were aligned, predicting it to be
a perfect day, but she still wasn't sure if she wanted Brad to
meet her daughter.
During dinner, Brad broke the rules by telling Emily he
was giving her a rose at the rose ceremony, which could

have given her a small confidence boost.
Shawntel received the next one-one-one date. Brad loved
her confidence, which she showed in a game of dominoes
with a few local residents. Shawntel told Brad that she
was falling in love with him, and that this was the perfect
date. Brad found himself opening up about things he
didn't normally talk about with anyone else, not even his
own family. He and Shawntel were treated to a concert by
Bankie Banx, called the Anguillan Bob Dylan. They ended
the day with a late-night dip and a kiss in the water.
Britt received the third, and last, one-on-one date. They
took a yacht to a remote spot called Little Bay to do some cliff
jumping. Britt got very scared, but after some comforting
words from Brad, she leapt into the water. While sitting on
the shore, Brad realized he didn't have the urge to iust grab
and kiss her. Dinner on the yacht was nice, but there was
just no romantic connection between the two. Brad told
Britt that he didn't see a future with her, so he thought it
was time to say goodbye. Britt was escorted back to shore
on a small boat without Brad
The girls eagerly greeted her when she got back to the
house. She explained what happened as sne packed her
bass to leave.
Brad gave an early morning wake-up call to Michelle,
Chantal and Ashley, the three girls he picked for the group
date. One of these three would be getting a rose, but first
the women were going to be in a photo shoot for the Sports
Illustrated swimsuit issue. Ashley and Chantal did so well,

they were convinced to go topless.
Michelle took a chance by asking Brad to join her in her
photo shoot. This did not go over well with Ashley and
Chantal, who watched Michelle kiss Brad in the sand for
her photos. The awkwardness from the photo shoot spilled
over to the pool party. Brad felt as though his idea for the
perfect date turned into a disaster.
Chantal told Brad that she was in love with him, but felt
like they were becoming distant. Ashley was desperately
afraid sne would be going home, but she got tne rose,
which means Brad willDe going home with her to meet her
family. Chantal was in tears when she realizes Ashley got
the rose, but Brad assured her there's still hope.
Brad told Chris Harrison there was no need for a cocktail
party, because he already knew who was going home
tonight. The ladies were stunned and nervous as they
headed down to the beach for the rose ceremony. Ashley
was already safe. Brad gave the remaining roses to Emily,
Shawntel, and Chantal.
Brad walked Michelle to the limo, where she did not say
a word She was not happy about going home alone. She
refused to take Brad's hand and stepped into the limo to
leave.
Next week, Brad will be meeting the womens families.
Watch "The Bachelor^ Mondays at 8 p.m. on ABC.

SPORTS
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LANCERS SOFTBALL OPENS SEASON 4-0 THIS PAST WEEKEND
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
The Longwood University softball team began their
2011 campaign by sweeping the Lancer Leadoff last
Saturday and Sunday. The softball team beat Indiana
University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI)
8-1 and the United States Military Academy 7-2 on
Saturday. On Sunday, the Lancers defeated Quinnipiac University 4-1 and IUPUI 11-3. All games were
Photo By: Billy Davis
played at Lancer Field in Farmville. Sophomore
Brooke Short was a collective 8-for-15 at the plate, with four home runs and 10 RBI. Senior
pitcher Briana Wells earned the win in three of the games, while also recording a save in the fourth game. The
Lancers return to the diamond on Fri., Feb. 25, when they host the University of Delaware of the Colonial
Athletic Association for a doubleheader beginning at 3 p.m. at Lancer Field in Farmville.

Wood Y
Believe?

Mitchell, Gee Looking Forward to Final College Game
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
A a r o n Mitchell and Earl
Gee II are both seniors on
the men's basketball roster
this season. They took time
to sit down with The Rotunda to talk about their time at
Longwood.

not going to say I'm going
to cry or anything, but some
changes are going to have to
be made so lean go into the
workforce to hopefully do
some great things.

Mitchell: It's mixed emotions, kind of sad and kind
of happy. Mostly sad, though
because I've loved my college
career. Even though I've only
The Rotunda: What are been here for two years it was
your emotions heading into a good time here. It just went
your final game on Thursday by , so fast. It just seems like
I just started playing college
night?
basketball ana now it's over.
Gee: It's definitely been a sig- I'm just excited to see what
nificant part of my life. It's a happens after I'm done here.
change for me going from
basketball player and stu- The Rotunda: Are there any
dent athlete to the real world games that stand out to you
in a short span of time. I'm more than others during

your time here?
Mitchell: Last year when we
won against High Point was a
big game, and also when we
played JMU this year, even
though we didn't win. It was
the first game on TV.
Gee: I can think of a lot of
games that stand out. We
played at Indiana, Kentucky and the game this year
against JMU on television.
Those were some of the more
rolific games in my career,
very day was a chance to go
out tnere and show what you
were made of.

g

The Rotunda: What were
our favorite memories away
:
rom the court?

S

Mitchell: Probably the travelling. We just had a good
time when we travelled.
Gee: I think it's a toss-up between travelling and the new
guys coming in ¿very year.
You get new personalities
who sometimes you may or
may not like them. But, you
know, eventually you develop camaraderie and a partnership with everybody on
your team that can help you
in the long run.
The Rotunda: Is there anything that you could have
done differently as far as
basketball and academics
are concerned? Or are you
guys happy with how things
turned out?
Mitchell:
You always wish
r
ou could have done better,
everybody wants to get better at what they do each and
every day. Probably for me,
from my academic standpoint I wish I could have
done a little bit better at certain points. I'm not saying
that Idid badly, but I wish I
could have done some things
differently.
Gee: Like Aaron said, you
always want to do better. I
could definitely have done
better academically. Not to
say that I'm failing or anything, but I could nave put
more time in. I wish I nad
put more time in, but I can't
take it back now.
The Rotunda: How do you
think the team will do after
you are gone?
Gee: I think they're going to
be really strong, when I look
at all the competitive nature
of our team and the makeup of each player. I feel like
there wasn't too much dropoff from the starting lineup
to the bench.
Mitchell: They should be fine
next year. Just continue to
work nard as we did this year
and strive to be better every
day. Keep pushing each other
and they will be tine.
The Rotunda: What are the
plans for you guys after college?

Save at Bène
try Saturday
5PM-7PM

Save at |ava City
every Sunday
9PM-UPM

Save at Moe'| ^
every Wednesd$t
8PM-10PM

Mitchell: I'm still trying to
play professionally somewhere. I also have a few job
interviews back home for
me, some places that I can
work at. If playing basketball
doesn't work out, I won't be
stuck.
Gee: I've looked into the
riaying overseas thing. I
îave a few connections that
can make with that I'm
dnd of interested in gomgto
going to
kind
graduate school and possibly
I'd try
starting to coach. Id
tnr to
get up to the collegiate level
and maybe be a head coach
one day..

BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor

A s I said in this column last
week, I have been a race fan all
my life. I have seen some pretty
spectacular things in NASCAR
over the years, from unbelievable wins to awe-inspiring
wrecks. I thought I had seen
it all until Sunday afternoon at
SPORTS
around 5:30 p.m.
COLUMN
Of course, Sunday was the
53rd running of the Daytona
500 and the finish was quite
the biggest upset in NASCAR history.
A was around 5:30 p.m. when Trevor Bayne, a
20-year-old
upstart driver from
Knoxville, Tenn.,
'
l .1 c L i . L 1:
umu> tVio kiniract race
crossed
the finish line andA won
the biggest r a r e
in the sport. That is quite simply unbelievable. I
mean, I turned 21 last November. I'm older than
he is. That's all I could think about after Bayne
iu nave a u t u u i u m g

vw»^—»—

I mean, I'm in college struggling to get by week to
week and he is out there making a name for himself as a racer. I'm hope he knows how blessed
and how lucky he is.
It was only Bayne's second career Sprint Cup
Series start driving for the legendary Wood
Brothers in the No. 21 car. The Wood Brothers,
for those of you who don't know, is the oldest
team
itaui
ui
in NASCAR. They
- local
the in
^
«.L _ ! have
_*—
aL AMties
a«Mwith
A.
Commonwealth as their race shop was based in
Stuart, Va. for many years. It was the teams fifthcareer Daytona 500 win. The last time the team
n u i i the
uiv Daytona
...—
,
.David
f| nfr
won
with
l '
«11 «500
l-W_Wi was
].. . —
4in. 1J 1976
I Ik o .UaII
Pearson, who will be inducted into the Hall ot
Fame in May of this year. Pearson (who has 105
career victories, second only to Richard Petty)
spoke with Bayne before the race on Sunday. He
told the young driver to just be smart and take
care of the car, and that's exactly what Bayne did.
The car did not have a mark on it as he pnlled
into Victory Lane.

*Sagging attendance and
television ratings have
plagued the sport over the
last few years, so having a
new face in Victory Lane
might provide some spark
for the rest of 2011."
I want to go back to the Wood Brothers for a moment. The team had fallen on hard times during
the last decade. They had not won a race since
2001 when fellow Virginia-born driver Elliott
Sadler won at Bristol. The team had been forced
to move its race shop from Stuart down to Concord, N.C. to keep up with the changing times
in the sport. The Wood Brothers also cut their
schedule back so that they only run a certain
number of races a year. This 500 win is huge redemption for this storied team, especially given
that they didn't even qualify for Daytona three
years ago.
Bayne joins a long list of drivers who have driven for the Wood Brothers. Marvin Panch, Tiny
Lund, Cale Yarborough, A.J. Foyt, Donnie Allison, Dale larrett, Michael Waltrip, Ricky Rudd
and others have driven the famed No. 21 over the
decades. That is stellar company to be in, especially given the fact that he is only 20.
Bayne's
— i|
the doctor
—
„
dance and television ratings have plagued
sport over the last few years, so having a new face
in Victory Lane might provide some spark for the
rest of 2011. Fans have been waiting for someone
fresh and enthusiastic like Bayne to start winning
races. I'm sure Bayne would be the first to admit
that he still has a lot to learn. I hope this victory
is the sign of a bright future for him.
"He reminds me of the great ones, team coowner Eddie Wood said. "He will be a great one.
I told somebody the other day that I felt like he
just
might be the next big deaf, and I think he is.
1
This edition of the 500 will go down in history
as the most competitive ever, with a record number of lead changes (74) and drivers who led a
lap (22). The race was also slowed by a record 16
caution flags.
The 2011 Daytona 500 will be called unprecedented, amazing, great, and all of the other super^ you can think of. However, it should
llatives
a t i v e s that
primarily
primarily be remembered as the day when youth
[ ™ m p c d ,experience on the biggest stage of all.
trumped
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Men's Basketball Wins Two in a Row
Division II East Regional
and
Carolinas-Virginia
Athletic Conference Tournament
Championship
Coming off a well-, team. This historic team
earned
road
victory had an honorary halftime
against the Savannah State ceremony celebrating the
Tigers, the Longwood anniversary of their sucLancers were prepared to cess.
host their final three games
Like in the Southern
of the season. Their first Virginia game, Longwood
game pitted them against got off to a pretty good
visiting NAIA opponent start with a 10-5 lead with
Southern Virginia Univer- 17:31 left to play in the
sity. In a dazzling 99-64 first period. However, the
performance, the Lancers Roaarunners proved to be
landed the Knights their tougher competition than
: irst loss in eight games.
the Knights. With 12:18
Longwood led 10-5 with left to play in the first half,
15:48 left in the first half. they had taken the lead at
They extended the lead 22-20.
However, Longwood
to 16-7 with baskets from
junior Martiz Washing- took a 30-29 lead with 8:43
ton. Some more -good left in the first half, and the
performances,
coupled lead would remain in the
with senior captain Aaron Lancers' hands for the reMitchell's three point play mainder of the game. Neil
extended the lead to i 1-7 and junior Antwan Carter
with 13:07 remaining in spearheaded an 8-0 run
the first half. Their largest towards the end of the half.
lead of the opening period
The game would go into
came with 9:37 left to play, halftime at 51-42 in favor
when they were up 32-15. of the Lancers. Five points
With a 48-33 halftime from Carter and another
lead, the Lancers blasted four from junior Jeremiah
out of the gates at the start Bowman gave the Lancers
of the second half. They a 62-51 lead with 14:54 retook a 57-37 lead with maining.
17:44 left to play due to
The Roadrunners made
a stellar performance by a good effort at coming
redshirt-iunior
captain back, but freshman David
Durann Neil.
Robinson's three pointer
The lead was eventu- ;ave the Lancers a 69-58
ally extended to 25 points. ead with 6:29 left to play.
Over the remainder of The game continued in
the second half, the Lanc- this manner, and in the
ers played everyone on end, Longwood took it 79their bench. The star of 72. Carter took player of
the game was Washing- the game honors with 25
oints and 15 rebounds.
ton, who finished with six
three-pointers. Southern
he Roadrunners' DonaVirginia's leader was Anvan
Bragg finished with 30
ders Jacobson, who finpoints.
ished with 16 points.
The Lancers will play
The following week's
game against the Cal State their final game on Thurs.,
Bakersneld Roadrunners Feb. 24 against Washingwas special for the Lancers ton Adventist University,
players and fans. In atten- closing out the season in
dance was the 2001 NCAA Willett Hall. Tip-off is set
for 7 p.m.
BEN CORISH

Rotunda Reporter

BEN M A I T L A N D & KEENAN C R U M P

Sports Editor, Rotunda Reporter
¿Crystal Garrison is the lone senior
on this year's women's basketball roster. She took some time to sit down
with The Rotunda to talk about her
experiences at Longwood.

The Rotunda: Can you discuss your
experiences as a Longwood Lancer on
and off the court?
Garrison: It's been great. I would have
to say my freshman year was the best.
Thats wnen we had our winning record and everything was new, even
the coach. Even the past three years
when we haven't had the greatest records, I've had fun just being with the
players, making new friends, and going to different places. We get to have
a well-balanced schedule. Longwood
is close to home; I'm only two hours
away. I came here because it seemed
like the atmosphere was close and it
was a small school and everyone was
like family.

E

?

The Rotunda: A few weeks back, you
scored a career-high 25 points. Would
you say that was one of your best moments nere as a player?

Photo By: Stephen Hudson

Longwood Opens Baseball Season at 2-1
BEN C O R I S H

Rotunda Reporter
T h e baseball season began last weekend
for the Longwood Lancers, who faced the
Cleveland State Vikings to start their 2011
campaign. The first game was a good win
for tne Lancers, going 2-1 in the three-game
series.
Opening day on Fri., Feb. 18 did not initially look good for the Lancers. They gave
up a run in the first inning and were unable
to do anything on offense in the bottom of

Garrison Set to
Finish Her Lancer
Career

the inning. However, the second inning
saw an explosion of offense from the Lancers, who scored on a two-run double from
junior Robbie Newman. The freshman duo
of Zach Mihalko and Matt Dickason both
singled and eventually scored giving the
Lancers a three-run lead.
The Lancers increased to a five-run advantage in the fourth inning on a two-run
home run from freshman Alex Owens. The
seventh inning saw two runs scored by the
Vikings, but Longwood answered with two
runs of their own. A scoreless final two innings gave the Lancers the 8-3 victory.

Saturday was not as fruitful for the Lancers. Despite grabbing a 1 -0 lead that lasted
through the first three innings, theLahcers
surrendered four runs to the Vikings in the
fourth.
Longwood was able to cut the deficit to
7-4 in their half of the fourth, but the sixth
inning saw two-run singles from Gasti and
Jason Haditsch. Longwood was able to get
a run from freshmen Brian McBride. The
eighth inning was all Cleveland State, who
scored six runs followed;by five more in the
ninth inning. This culminated in a 22-10
loss for the Lancers.
Sunday's game belonged to Longwood.
After a scoreless first inning, freshmen Alex
Owens and Zach Mihalko each provided
singles to answer a Cleveland State run earlier in the second inning. More runs were
scored ta
Dustin
away
ning as the Vikings scored three runs.
Then senior Brant Jones singled and freshman Scott Burkett connected fdr a two-run
double. Junior Robby Newman also put up
a two-run double to culminate in a 9-4 win
for the Lancers. Junior Matt Gwaltney garnered pitching honors on Sunday, striking
out six and walking three, while Cleveland
State's Travis Miller allowed eight hits and
five runs.
Longwood baseball will resume today,
Wed., Feb. 23, as the George Mason Patriots
make the trip down to Farmville. First pitch
is set for 3 p.m.

Photo By: BWy Davis

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FALLS TO CSU BAKERSFIELO ROADRUNNERS 78-70
T h e l o n g w o o d University w o m e n ' s basketball team lost 7 8 - 7 0 at CSU Bakerslield last Saturday a l t e r n o o n ,
I-'eh. 19 in Bakers field, Oa. 1 o n g w o o d ' s (6-19) s c o r i n g leader was f r e s h m a n Bria W h i t e , w h o h a d t e a m h i g h s (\f 14 p o i n t s a n d seven r e b o u n d s with f o u r assists. I he R o a d r u n n e r s (16-11) were led by A m b e r
W i l l i a m s with a g a m e - h i g h 24 p o i n t s . L o n g w o o d r e t u r n s to the c o u r t t o n i g h t , Wed., l el>. 23, w h e n they
travel to Boiling Springs, N.C., to face G a r d n e r - W e b b University of the Big South ( O n l e r e n e e at 7 p.m.
l o n g w o o d lost to G a r d n e r - W e b b 6 8 - 5 8 in f a r m v i l l e earlier this season.

Garrison: I forgot about that [Laughs].
That's probably the best game I've
played. My teammates played great,
as well. They helped me to get those
25 points with a team effort.
The Rotunda: You played under both
Head Coaches Knsten Caruso and
Bill Reinson. What have been the biggest differences between both coaching styles and what style do you feel
you excelled under the most?
Garrison: I don't really like talking
about them, but I will sav that we still
had to work hard under Doth of them.
They may have different styles, but we
have to work hard no matter what.
The Rotunda: When you decided to
return to the team last December,
how did it feel to know that your
teammates still supported you?
Garrison: It felt great, because they
supported me when 1 did leave ana
wnen I came back they wanted me
back. They supported that decision
and it felt gooa.
The Rotunda: Looking forward, what
are your emotions heading into Sundays game, being the only senior on
the team?
Garrison: It's going to be kind of sad.
I'm going to miss the team, Longwood, and playing here. Also, it will
be a happy moment because I have
played here four years and it's just
been fun getting to know toy teammates.
,
The Rotunda: What are your plans
for after graduation?
Garrison: I have a few options, but
right now, it's looking like a teaching
job. That's really it, honestly.
The Rotunda: Is that what you've always wanted to do?
Garrison: No [Laughs]. I have a biology major so I wasn't really planning
on teacning, but an opportunity came
and I had to take it.
The Rotunda: Do you have a message
for your teammates?
Garrison: Keep your heads up, because next year you will be. great. This
year was rough, we lost some close
games, but next season they will do
extremely well. I can see it.

